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I. Introduction
 

This study is an exploratory research intended to explicate 

structurc of 'oreans' changing se>.-role li.nked social behaviors, 

which is a con.-rciu n e of or prorequisite for t 11,. l itriili:ation 

of Koreari society. Th- structure of sox-role lii-o] dl ;cia] ilbhav

ors was identified in thi StudV as a set of individual modernity 

factors. 

It is a descriptive survey ,,hirh does not attempt te make any 

level of genaral i zations on Modc:ruty in 1'oreans but ratho r to study 

a few questions in depth , particularly those qpuestions concerning 

the in Orxr 01 Vtr-a Ooc(oeconornic d(ovelopment and effetocts of the 

develnopient oT. Forein women's life. 

ihi & survey was tle firs.-t attempt in Korea to appl some socio

psych&ol oricald orsont theories to sex-role-lin ed behaviors, and 

should Ie eva] uated alout all as a working paper calling for much 

finer analysis on many points. 

II. Statement of the Problem
 

The importance of hav-ng women participate fully and cooperate 

voluntarily in the tasks and .-,enefits of national development has 

receivecl a s:ide recognitien thrciih the (leveloping countries. Hloiever, 

the new role vvoirh women are called to play in designing rational 
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formulated, eventhough they really din' hl mchtoudestn
 

theitincrement of ~'ivorce' rate#~"'~.,,*
 

Veyrecently,,Yorean government, who is suffering from-over-&
 

~>%~.:~population, has publically come to declaie that she.,would makeevery,''4"4'
 

,,,..possible effort to'change Korean women's traditional role, tbe role: 

,.n which'woren confined3 their social-and behavioral spanswithin the'
 

~" fence of their house. andsca institutions which have been
-~Laws 


discriminating toward wor-king women' in Korean society will be" abol' 

) ~isbed, and more working b portun'te il epovdd o oen 

women. Fow.ever, there seems very little awareness in Korean society ,.'''' 

as a whiole that an establishment of abortion law or other faInily' " 

4,. ' 	 planning desijgnes has ia be butt,ressed not only by a recognition. of'
 

fundamental equality betwee,rurnen and women as individuals,'but'also,,
 

by the cultivation of modern trait's inside the mind of Koreans.
 
In~ this study, therefore, Norean so~ciety specific modernity
 

factors 	will be explored. 14Tnall of the studies reviewed, 1it was 

attempted toextra)t general o'd.common modernity factors.,only; how 44 
ever,4inth pesntstdyno ol common';fac'tors but also area' -

Staenan made byEuainlPlnigBadinKra 977 
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III. 	 Theoretic Framework
 

In an attempt to suggest 
some 	possible measures 
for making Koreans 

be modern, and the sex-roles he ega!ltarian, this research was con

ducted in the framework of the theory of individual nodernization.
 

The aim was to test the relationship of Yorean socio-econordc develop

ment to overall individual nolernities in Kore js, particularly as 

regard to the perception of sex-roles %.:hich is 
i useful index of one
 

important 
 spect of Koreans' ,,',-.aviorai modernization 
 -sociated with 

industrialization, and 1.7as possibly to fin,' out 
the variables con

trolling the individual modernity.
 

The concept of individual moeernity in this study was much in

fluenced 
by Alex Ir.keles 
and his colleague soeiologiests. Smith and
 
2/


Inkeles, 
 after studying cross-cu:lturally six developing societies,
 

have concluded that modern men have or will have 
 a set of attitudes, 

beliefs, and hahaviors presumably of the Ikind either Fenerated by or
 

required for effective participati(-, in 
 a highly urbanized, industri

alized, and educated modern society. Their theory suggests that men
 

everywhere have the sane 
 structural mut:,;-iismn underlying their socru

psychic functioning whenever 
modernization taLe!3 place. According to
 

then, modern man has 
 the folloving characteristics: (1) openness to 

new experiences; 
(2) the assertion of 
increasing indepencence from
 

the authority of traditional. figures; 
(3) be]J f in the efficacy of
 

2/ 	A. Inkeles., "Making men modern: 
on the causes and conseouences of
individual change in 
six developing countries,"
 
American J. of Sociology, 75, Sept., 
PP. 208-225,
 
1969.
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science and medicine and a general abandonment of passivity and fatal

ism in the fact of life's difficulties; (4) ambition for oneself and
 

one's childrez to achieve higher occupational and educational goals;
 

(5) an interest in carefully planning affairs ip advance; (6) a strong
 

interest in taking an active part in civic and community affairs and
 

local politics; (7) a strong interest in keeping up with the news and,
 

within this effort, a preference for news of international import
 

over items dealing with sports, religion, or purely local affairs.
 

This statement is too generalized and simple to capture the qualifi

cations of specific discussions on individual modernity, but it makes it
 

be explicit the theoretical rationale that underlies much of the re

searches on individual modernity. 

A reliable and cross-culturally valid multiple-item measure of 

individual modernity, the overall modernity scale (OM scale), has 

been devised and validly tested by Inkeles and his colleagues.
 

Other sociological concepts of modernization such as Talcott
 

Parsons's five pattern variables or Clyde Kluckhohon's five value
 

orientations were examined; however, they were not taken in this study
 

as major concepts of modernity for the following reason. As pointed
 

out clearly by Fred I. Riggs and others, Parsons's or Khuckhohon's 

index of modernization might not be the appropriate one to identify 

3/ D. Smith. , A. Inheles, "The O.H Scale: A comparative Socio-Psycho
logical Measure of Individual Modernity," Sociometry, 29
 
(December, 1966): PP. 353-377.
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changes occuring in 
a rapidly changing society like Korea, since those
 
concepts of modernization were formod after too simple diclotomous 

classificaLion of social structures ard funcrions. For instance, T. 
Parsons's first: index of modernl_;atoion w,*as fctv va:'s. afFoctjve 

neut ral itv." It monans that an Ti;'itiui 1Jviac in 10n.a Industri

alize d society acts not a-i-etiv.,-! ortra 1y but ,ffcctAc,1.Y. The 
dichotolpons x"ay of clasnIsficatlol! of s-cicotics generallv lacked in 

intermediate concepts cf roi -rtnoth nn,,i at an indiv dlal and 
societal lewl, 
 i; a very ra''e way ind of, hut c],:>ontary level 
of classifying a Person's social 1,E,1iavior. It min'ht be 1likely to 1e 
real in verya prinitive society tli¢ta Person act.: affectively, but
 
very unlikely to he real in a society like _-Irasociet_. It would
 

be more correct to say that Koreans act becoming more affective
neutrally: But, Parsons's theory did tell us little about the vari
ables of "becoming" modern. Therefore, for the purpose of seeking 
more correct and/or appropriate indexes of modernization for Korean 
society, Inl-eles's features of individual modernity, which notwere 

obtained from pure conceptual workes of classifications 1:.utfrom 
empirical findings of testing, w'ere taken in this study. 

Under the framework of Inkeles's general modernity theory, women's 
attitudes and bahaviors as regards their roles as women, wives and 

V4 Fred W. Riggs, Administrationin velcnfctrries. The T.orv 

of
Prismatic Society, lloughton I!ifflin Comparny, 
Boston, 1964;.
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mothers were particularly measured by Rosen and LaRala. Being based 

on the reasoning that alterations in the attitudes and behavior of
 

women in Le domestic areas, particularly as the
regards socializa

tion of rhbjidren', 
 brino a n! ot sce I, change , Posen an l afl: Ia argued 

that the irportance of not1jomeTj only as medIjators but ils ;is targets 

of social change should not be ignored. This nrgurmeiite was quite rea

sonahle, consit the thatring fact most of studies on individual mod

ernization focussed on only the heads of household, who were mostly 

male. 

According to Plosen and LaPala, modernity in women could be 

measured as the extent to which as woman (a) has a sense of her own 

worth as a member of a sex which is perceived as competent and deserv

ing of serious attention, thus (b) enabling her to take part in a more 

egalitarian nuclear fairily structure, relatively free of extended 

ties, :hich enrr<lsizc s communication between spouses and ploces impor

tance on equal husband-wife participation in decision-making, and 

where (c) children are not overprotected, but socialized to be inde

pendent and to have higher aspirations in a (d) world perceived as 

being controllable through activities endeavor. They developed a 

tool 
to measure women's modernity, labeled Women's Modernity Index, and
 

tested its validity in operaing an empirical research in Brazil.
 

/ Bernard C. Rosen and Anita L. LaRala, Modernity in Women: An Index
 
of Social Change in Brazil, Journal of Marriage and the

family, May 1972, pp. 353-360. 
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Under the above two 
theoretic concepts of modernity, researches
 

on individual modernization and specific modernity factors extracted
 

will be reviewed.
 

IV. Analysis of Previous Studies
 

This part seeks to synthesize the findings of 
so far existing
 

studies on individual modernization, where individuals having experi

enced industrialization 
are the units of analysis. These micro-level
 

investigations show that modernization is multidimensional, composed
 

of at least a few distinct dimensions. Factor-analytic techniques
 

are employed in most of the investigations of individual moderniza

tion, and these studies typically restrict their objectives of inves

tigations to an exploration of changing socio-psychological elements
 

in rural people's behaviors.
 

Operating a research in Saucio, Colombia, Deutschmann and Fols
 

Borda extracted nine individual modernization factors from twenty

three variables including sex, age, fani size, communication channels,
 

education, literacy and innovativeness. 
Their main variable of inter

est was innovativeness, which was believed 
to be required in Colombian
 

peasants for Colombian rural development.
 

One's economic ability to innovate such as 
farm size, awareness
 

of innovativeness, and ability to understand communication such as
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level of education and literacy 
were the main factors which controlled 

one's level of modernitation. But their sample size was cnly 71, 

which -ias large to thenot enough identity Colombian modernization.
 

The factor analytic approach employed in this study was grour factor
 

method with principal axis and varimax rotations. 

In Canada, Jain extracted three factors from eighteen variables
 

including mass media exposure, age, income,
education, traditional

ism, family size, and farm size. 
 Main variable of interest in this
 

study was ccmmunlcation channels in diffusions trough which indivi

duals in remote 
areas could receive modern knowledges and informa

tions which were required to participate in social activities. As a
 

result, family structure such as ages of family members and size of
 

family, media exposure, and to what extent an individual participates 

in formal social activities were found out 
to be important factors.
 

The sample size of this study was 275 of Mennonite farmers in Waterloo 

County, Ontario. 
 The factor analytic method employed in the study was
2/ 

centroled method and varimax rotations.
 

6/ Paul J. Deutschmann, and Orlando Fals Borda, Communication ivnd 
Adoption patterns in an Andenn Village, San Jose, Programs
Interanericano e Informacion Poplar, 1!imeo Report, 1962. 

_/ F,1avin D. Jain, The Relation of Information Sources Use to the Form 
Practice Adoption and Farmers' Characteristics in Waterloo
 
County, 11A. Thesis, Guelph, Canada: University of Guelph,
 
1965.
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Rahim, after studying a Pakistan agrarian society, extracted 

other three modernity factors from twenty variables jnc]udin , mass 

media exposure, formal leadetship, socioretricc opinioni leadership, 

age, social status, li.teracy, and ]and ownership. His main variable 

of interest l- ini vi di modernit y op ini Ieade rshi p. Ile erm-Laz; 

ployed principal a and;i varii.a:- rotat ions, and (C poasnt:,: were
 

ana ly:: ed . One' 1-oUnderstand ('atjoi n 
a ility cOlmouilru on uch n 1i tera 
cy, education and iot ,,'in exp -:ure, one's O1rd Fo rm-,
I 

participation, id era ' cony-opoi i tcnoa;a anch ;asecct reni crmedia
 

exposure an,J visits to cities .,-re Othe nt r of 
factors. 

Ascroft studied Kenyan pensat a in threoe Menyan villages and
 

extracted five factors, usinplniso prfncipal 
 axis and varimax rota

tions, from forty-three variablesioci 
 udi ng corminication behavior,
 

family structure, agricultural productivity health
, activity, econo

mic activity, educational capability, and demorapldc characteristics. 

The five factors extracted are 1) ability to understand comminication 

such as literacy, education and print media, 2) family structure such 

as age, sex, and family complexity, 3) receptiveness to charres, 

4) aspirations, and 5) agricultural productivity. An interesting 

finding in this study is that 
one's sex appeared as a significant
 

factorial feature. In Peutschmann's Colombian studys the variable
 

of sex was tested, but it didn't appear 
to be a aic.nificant factor.
 

8/ S. A. Fahim, A Factor Analysis of Modernization Variables Aronp
Pakistanian Peasants," VUnpu-JIshPd paper, >iichipan State 
Univ., Department of Communication, 1966 



large, -hi ch was 624.Sample slz.e of this study was quite 

Tbe variable of sex was more 1-rekenoevTn in T'onohel's study and
 

one of the 
 four factors eytrarted was the !L'r;:ensl on of Pousewife. 

The main v\ir.'niah c- of t i and L.enty-seveninter il'!odernizatiOn, 

variables int) ilin cas mc,,dj eJpnsure, receptive Css to change, 

social part-clptsc), pllysica3 ji y aea ,Jucation, , and 

incole ,ere testC(o ProiJ-ctiverfrss, o cc'ia) p art icinatitn (cosmcpoJ 

itIenrss . in te pm sual con t acts , and forina I contacts aC forMa! 

participatoi: ), loIsen I I, ro I s laticn were the natur- cf fur 

factors ctractod. T}Is Ftud, .s ope.rated in hnox county, hentucky 

in the, Unic-dW Stal :.".cif ,Arvi-ica, ai 23'1 people were analyzed. 

Principal axis and varimax rot tion technique was also employed. 

,hiting and others extracted fcur factors of individual moderni

ty from forty-two varial-es including mass media exposure, education, 

age, empathy, and attitude change. This study is especially vafuable, 

because more psychological variables such as empathy and attitude were 

included. As a due consequence of it, the factor of interpersonel
 

skills (trust and empathy and radio exposure) was extracted. One's
 

level of education, mass media axp ,sures, and scale of farm operations
 

ni
 were the rest of three factors.
 

Hoseph R. Ascroft, A Factor Analytic Investigation of Modernization
 
Among Kenya Villagers, M.A. Thesis, Michigan State University, 
1966.
 

101 Lewis Donohew, "Communication and Readiness for Change in 
Appalachia," Journalism Quarttr]_!, Vol. 44 1H67, pp. C79-37. 

11/ Gordon C. Whiting, Empathy. Mass lleila, and Modernization in Rural 
Lra z11 East Lansing, Yichig~i ;tate Univ., Dept. of Communi
cation, Diffusion of Innovat±ous Technical Report 1, 1i67.
 

9 
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Farace and others extracted seven modernity factors from ninety 

variables including individual's economic behavior, mndernization
 

characteristics 
 and communication behavior. Their study was carried 

out at Puerto Rico, and 172 Puerto Pican peasants-;' behaviors were
 

analyzed. In terms of 
the size of variable injected, this study was 

most comprehensive. The seven factors extracted were general develop

ment, marginal noninnovativenesq, interpersonal traditionalism, gen

eral innovativeness, 
 progressive narlkerting prientation, traditional
 

negativism 
 and mixed traditionalis. Principal axis and varimax rc..-
LItations wure employed also.
 

The seven studies so far 
described limited their investigation
 

to less developed 
 areas of each country. Rather comparative research 

on individual modernity was carried out hy F. Rogers and others in
 

Colombian 
 mcdern and traditional villages. Three factors were ex

tracted from seventy-two variables 
 in modern Colombian villages and
 
sixty variables in traditional Color-bMan villages 
including cormmuni

cation behavior, 
 family structure, a.ricultural productivity, health
 

activity, economic 
 activity, education:i] capability, and other dem,

graphic characteristics; 
 external communication, orientation to change
 

(empathy and 
 age), and innovative leadership. The chree factors were 

common accross the traditional and modern sectors of Colombian society. 

w Vinc,-nt R. Farace and others, Ar, Exploracionthe conomition of Factors Undervingad Communication Characteristicsof Puero-o RicanFarmers, Michigan State Univ., Dept. of Communi
-cation Research Report 4, 1967. 

221 Everett Roers, Yodernization Among] Peasants:cation, Impact of Communi11olt, !inehart and Winston, Inc., 1969, pp. 32P--! 1 2, 
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In each of the studies so far reviewed, a common methodological
 

fact which was noticed vas that variables tested in those studies
 

was rather quantitative demopraphic variables than qualitative psycho

logical variables. For intance, the variable of education, 
is no more
 

than a classificatory notion such as "flower", "plant" or "an animate 

object." The k..inds of classification are always allowed to make in 

this world for the purpose of dealinp, with things more conveniently. 

We Croup or classify people 1y the measure of income, education, sex 

or even of the color of shin; in3 the 1-inds of grouping or classify

ing people, which are not more than a set of classificatory notions, 

may tell us what an individual is, but always cannot tell us who an 

individual is. 

The differences in numbers of factors extracted in each study
 

might be due to the differences in the size of variables tested. 

But, qualitative social-psychological measures were not included 

enough and thereby the emergence of personal modernity factors on 

which such variables might have significantly loaded was precluded.
 

In ftis sense, Rosen and LaRala's factors of women's modernity which 

were even suggested as indexes of social change should receive more 

credits than other groups of modernization factors.
 

._ain dimensions of women's Tmodernity in Posen and LaRala's study
 

seemed to be influenced by Inleles's modernity concepts. On the 

basis of Inkeles's dimensions, Rosen and LaRala Inductively collected 
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psychological variables which were Judged to be relevant to 
the dimen

sions of women's modernity; and reducing the 
redundancies of the
 

variables by principal component factor analytic method, they extracted 

four modernity factors, family structure, perception of sex role,
 

values 
and goals of socializatlion, and acLivitic values. factorThe 


of family structure accounted for 25 per cent of the variance, and it 

had three sub-factors such as extend--ties, decision making, and com

munication between 
 spouces. The offactor sociahizatiqn was also 

broken down to aspiration level and ccntrol-protectiweness. Thirty
 

items with loading of .25 or 
higher were assuggested representative
 

variables relevant 
 to women's modernity. 

Like E. Ragers' Colombian study, Rosen and LaRala took F compar

ative approach in testing modernity variables. 
 Their aim of research
 

was not limited to a less developed part of Brazilian society. Five
 

areas differing in 
 the degrees of industrialization were purposefuly
 

smapled; 
 and along the five-pointed continuum of industrialization, 

the level of women's modernity in each community was compared. It 

was found in the study that modernity in women tended increaseto w.rith 

women's level of education, skill of occupation, social status and
 
membership in voluntary association, and it was inversely related to 

family size, both preferred and actual. That is to say that women 

who had higher level of education than 
women who had lower level of
 

education were more 
freed from extended ties, participation on an
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equal standing with their husbands in naking (cecisions in family
 

affairs, communicated more frequently with their husband, perceived
 

themselves more strongly as 
worth and independent persons, had high

er level of social aspirations, socialized their children more 
demo

cratically and had stronger confidence in themselves and 
their lives.
 

Thliat 
was not strongly svpported in Rosen's and LaRala's study
 

is the relationship of the 
deqree of industrialization of a community
 

in which women reside to women's level of education. It seemed to be 

clear that they sturted their study with an aim to test the relation

ship of industrialization to women's modernity, and the aim was cleiur

ly mentioned, but at the conclusion of their study, they said that 

"...her level of education tells us more about the landscapcinterior 

of her mind." 
 It is very likely that persons living in more indus

trialized areas than in less industrialized areas tended to have high

er level of education, but the concurrence of the two variables does
 

not necessarily mean 
the twos are same. The variable of industriali

zation alone should be tested controlling other variables such as
 

education or social status, and that was not done in their study.
 

Though the importance of controlling variables other than the
 

degrees of industrialization was well awared of, controlling it might
 

14/ Ibid, p. 359.
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be difficult. For, the 
chances to live in the more industrialized
 

area 
of a society are greater for the 
more educated group of people
 

than for the less educated. 
 Therefore, theoretically, it 17as 
possible
 

to test the variable of i=.A,,strialization only, but in reality it
 

might be impossible.
 

Considering the evidences so 
far reviewed a hypothesis was tenta

tively formulated, that industrialization of a society does affect an
 

individual's sex-role linked soci,' 
behaviors via education. From the
 

perspectives of modernization of 
an individual, industrialization of 

a community makes an individual behave in the modern way and manner, 

but education is always 
an 
interveninp'medium for the industrializa

tion of a society and/or modernization of an individual.
 

V. Method
 

A. Empirical Hypothesis
 

This study was intended to Lest 30 variables of sex-role 

linked individual modernity in o'a-"ang, andSeoul, Si-Veuig, Jung-

Suhn, which difiered in their degrees of industrialization, and to
 

extract both common factors significant accross 
the four areas and
 

area-specific factors. 
 It was assumpted that the 
same dimensions
 

of sex-role linked modgrnity that extracted in other developing
 

societies will be extracted in Kcrean society, the 
four Korean com

munities in particular. It was further assumpted that the dimensions
 

will be retained aceross 
the four coimlunities.
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B. Sampling 

Four areas were selected through 3 purposeful randcei samp 

method, which represented four points on 
the rural industrial conti

nium. Since this study aimed at 
to test the unidimensional continuum
 

of modernism suggested by Inkeles and others 
accross the countries,
 

it was necessary to sample a few communities which differed from each
 

other in terms of the 
degrees of industrialization. 
The criteria
 

used in ordering the degrees of industrialization of the four communi

ties were 1) the ratio of farm-households to the total housnho],', 

2) percentage of farm household by management patterns, 3) the rate of 

motor and electric power in agricultural implements and machines, 

4) the number of industrial establishment, 5) length of road per
 

square kilo-meter and 6) distribution of radio and television. 
These
 

criteria were the same criteria used in the study of Rosen and LaRala, 

except the criteria 1, 2, and 3. The criteria 1, 2, and 3 were usec 

specifically for the purpose of this study. Economists identify
 

devclcpmcnt and industrialization of a country by the decrement in 

percentages of agricultural and 
fishery workers and the increment in
 

percentages of manufacturing sector workers. However, Korean major 

economy was and still is agriculture, and therefore, eventhough Korea 

has achieved economic development and industrialization as high as it 

is well known, still significant proportion of Korean economy is
 

dependent on agricultural and fishery productions. And the dependence
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of Korean economy on the agriculture and fishery will be 
continuously
 

high inspite of the fact that Korean economy will be highly indus

trialized, since Korea should produce rice which is Koreans' major
 

diet. It would be much more 
appropriate and/or correct way of judge

ments of Korean socio-economic development, weif see the development 

of Korean economy and the industrialization of Korean society in
 

terms 
 of the ways in w hich Korean agriculture and fishery are i'nple

mented thereh:, establishing Korean specific indice of industrializa

tion and economic development. 

In descending order of industrialization, Seoul is the largest
 

socio-economic, culturai, political and manufac:uring center in Korea; 

Po-Hang is a much smaller city but in the rapid process of industri

alization since Po-flang Ifetal Industry Complex has been established; 

Soo-Ahm is a typical agricultural 
area in which many of persons
 

depended largely on small-scale rice production for their living;
 

and Jung-Suhn is a village of peasants located on a mountainary area 

and in which villagers make their living by corn production. 1920
 

people, 480 in each area, were sampled through five stages of sampl

ing. The sampling stages and units are 
show.n in Table-]. Since the
 

process of 
the first stage of sampling was most important and consi

derately done, 
the process would be reported more detaily than the
 

processes of the second, the third, and the fourth.
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Table-i Sampling Stapes and Unit
 

Sampling Stages and Unit
 

First Second Third 
 Fourth
 
Degrees of Area by Area by 
 Area'by Individual

Industriali- Kuhn or Eup, Myun orLee 	 '.y House
zation City Kooor Donp 	 hold 

Least .n SuhnT Jung-Suhn Ducksong 1,2 Lee 480industriali- on Eup Booksil 1,2 Lee persons
zed Area Bon-yan i to

6 Lee
 

Agricultural Si-Ileung Soo.-Ahm 
 Yangsang Lee 480
Area Kuhn Myun 	 Jangha Lee persons 

Jangsang Lee 
Bookok Lee 
Jonam Lee
 
Sooa-m Lee
 

Industrializ- Po-Hlang 
 Daesin Dong 480
ing Area City Ducksan Dong persons 

Sinheung Dong
 
Songdo Dong 
Sangwon Dong 
Pochun Dong

Industrialized Seoul Ma-Po Koo Dae-Feung Dong 480
Area Kwan-Ak Koo Hleuk-Suck Dong persons

Chongro 
 ioo Hae-Hwa Dong 

1, The First Stage of Sampling 

In the first stage of sampling, degrees of industrializatinn of
 

four areas were quantitatively measured and compared, and the ordina

lity of industrialization of four communities was tested. 	 Quantita

tive natures 	of Seoul, Po-Pang, Si-ileung, and Jung-Suhn will be de

scribed according to each criterion of industrialization.
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a. Rate of Farm Households to Total Households in the Four 
Areas
 

The rate of farm household to the total household was 0.44%
 

in Seoul, 7.92% in Po-Plang, 28.21% in SJ-Ieung Kuhn, and 31.86% in 

Jung-Suhn Kiuhn. 
 Area, Dejure Population and number of households by
 

area are shown in Table-2.
 

Table-2 Area, 
 Dejure Population and Number of Youseholds 
by Area
 

Po-Fang Si-!eung Jung-Suhn
Seou City. uhn 'uhn 

Area (sq.1-m) 6 27.06Km 2 252.87i2 36.6Ki 22,198,98KPopulation 6,541,500 13424W, 266,736 138,54.1
 
total 

3,220,575 69,
Male 104,483 72,708
Female 3,320,925 64 ,05 102,253 65,833

Households 
 1,273,678 25,645 37,572 26,627
Farm Households 

(%) 

5,666 2,033 Ic,,00 8,486
(0.44) (7.92) (28.21) (31.86)
Households 
 1,268,012 23,612 
 26,972 18,141
 

Source: Ministry of Apriculture and Fisheries Fconomic Planning 
Board, 1973.
 

The difference in the rate of far-,.1.isrhold between Po-Hlang 

city and Si-Peung Kuhn was larger than the difierences in that between 

Seoul and Po-Pang, and between Si-Pi ng and Jun,'-Suhn. It atwas 

tempted to sample four area; 
,hich has e~qual intervals in terms of the 

gradation of the rate of farm households; hioever, it was not suc

cessful. 
 For, it was not possible to find out n widdle tnv.n which was 

, qually possessing both urhanthe and rural natures. It seemed to us 

that the gap between the urban area and the rural area in Korean 

;ociety was 
quate large..
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b. 
Management Pattern of Farm ]1ousehold 
in the Four Areas
 

Farm households in Korean society are currently in the 
process of change. 
 Quite significant proportion of farm households
 

in Korea is not genuine farming households, and the major source of 
family income of that proportion of farm households is other than 
farming. Genuine farm household, labeled "Agricul)tural Farming Only," 
is defined as the household 'when ITore than 50: of family I ncome is
 
from farming. First-Order Farming the
is household in whicil w'7ore 
than farming, and Second-Order Farming is the household in hich wore 
than 75" of family incomp is made from other than farminge.
 

In descending 
 order of industrialization of four areas, the rate 
of Agricultural Farming Only was increasing, while the rates of First-

Order Farm Household were decreasing. (See Table-3)
 

Table-3 
 N'umber and Porcentate of Farm or'sehold 
h" Management 

Seoul Po-1!ang' Si-Heung Jung-Suhn
Farm Iousehiold Citv Kuhn KuhnGrandTotal 5,666 2,033 10,600
Management 8,486 

Patterns 

Sub-Total 2 - 1,599(78.65) 9,571(90.29)
Agricultural 8,246(97.17)
 / - 1,309(81.86) 8,117(84.88) 
 8,126(98.5/)

Farming Only 

- 290(18.14) 1,454(15.12) 
 120( 1.4(.)
- 0 ~34(21.35) 1,029( 9.71) 240( 2.;3) 
Source: Agricultural Administration Section, Bureau of Industy,
 

1975.
 

http:34(21.35
http:1,454(15.12
http:290(18.14
http:8,117(84.88
http:1,309(81.86
http:8,246(97.17
http:9,571(90.29
http:1,599(78.65
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The rate of Agricultural Farming Only calculatedwas deviding 

te total of Agricu7tural Farming Only by Farm Households Sub-Total. 

Fram Households Sub-Total is obtained subtracting the Second!-Order
 

Farm Households from Farm llouscholds Grand Total. In terms of 
 the 

management pattern, residents in Jung-Suhn wer6Kuhn proportionately 

more heavily dependent on agricultural farming than residents in
 

Si-Heung Kuhn Po-Hang
or City. 

c. Rate of lotor Power in Agricultural Implements in the 
Four Areas
 

Degrees of industrJalization in Korean society, particular

ly in Korean rural. society, can b:, more precisely measured using an
 

index of farming mechanization. From va-ious agricultural implewents 

and machines, the cultivator was chosen particularly as 
an index of
 

machanization, because it was hypothesized than it would be an impor

tant forward step toward agricultural mechanization to cultivate soil 

by using a motor power cultivator instead of a plaugh. 
And consider

ing the fact that "Farm size" and "Agricultural productivity" were 

significant modernity factors in Deutschmann's and Ascroft's study
 

respectively, the 
use of motor power cultivater would be 
a basic pre

requisite for modernization, development, industrialization or any
 

kind of change in Korean farm households. 

In.descending order of industrialization, the 
rate of using
 

motor power cultivator Jn farm households, is decreasing (See Table-4);
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and, it was also showm that the rate of farm households possessing 

motor power cultivator was 32.1% in Seoul, while the rates in the 

rest of three areas were below t0%<. 

Table-4 Pate of M!otor & Fl]ectric Power in Agricultural 
Implements and M!achines by Area 

Cultivator
 
items
 

Total Iluman Power Motor Power 

Jung '70, l'uhn 91.5I0 8.5
 
Si-'ueum Muhn [O0 90.6 9.4
 
Po-Fang City 1no 90.1 9.9
 
Seoul 100 67.9 32. 1
 

Source: Ministry of Agriculture and Fishery 

d. 	 Road in the Four Areas 

It is a classical theory that road stimulates the moderni 

zation of a society: And "Cosrmopol itcness" was found out to be a 

significant modernity factor both in !ahim' s studjy of Pakistan agrar

ian society ad Ponohc-'s study of Knox County, Kentucky, U.S.A. 

The total length of road per square kilometer in each area was cal

culated. It was hypothesized in the present study that the longer 

the total length of road per square !ilometer of an area is, the more 

frcucently the resir 'nts of the ar-a will have formal and informal 

social contacts. 

In descending order of industrialization, the total length of
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road per square kilometer was 
9024.48m, 2072.63m, 39 8 .32m, and 22 7 .65m.
 

(See Table-5)
 

Table-5 Roads
 

Road 
In: m
 

Seoul Po-}ang City Si-Nleung Kuhn Jung-Suhn
 
Length of Kuhn
 

Total Road 
 5,658,895 	 272,9509024,48 109,580 2(172.63 129,879 398.32 
 227.61,
 
per 	 Ym2Paved Road lates 2,635,497(46.57) 47,20 T3.07) 11,060(8.5) 13,596(4 ) 

toCraveled 
 Iota! 3,023,398(53.42) 46,590(42.53) 114,069(87.9) 239,044(87.7)
Road Roads 

(b)
 
15,790(14.4) 4,750(3.6) 
 20,400(7.4) 

Scurce: Ministry of Construction, 1974. 

By the index of road, it wa- more clearly shown that the gap between 

more industrialized urban areas and less industrialized rural 
areas in
 

Korcan society was quite large. The gap became further larger, if the 
rate of 
the length of paved road to the total was compared. About 45%
 

of the total length of road was paved road in Seoul and Po-Hlang, while 

only 8.5% of and 4.9% of it was paved road in Si-Heung Kuhn and Jung-

Suhn Kuhn respectively.
 

e. 	Number of Establishments by Division of the Industry in the
 
Four Areas
 

In terms of the index of manufacturing industry, degreesthe 

of industrialization of the 
four areas were tested. Economists identi

fy the industrial development in a society by an 
index of the rate of
 
manufacturing industry in the 
total industry. 
Aside from the problem
 

http:46,590(42.53
http:3,023,398(53.42
http:2,635,497(46.57
http:2(172.63


whether the index is a just index for Y'orean society or not, the 

degrees -f industrialization of communities v.ere tesced in terms of 

the number of establishments in manufacturing industry sector. As 

it can be seen in Tabl,-6, in descending order of industrialization, 

the total number of establishments in manufacturing is decreasing.
 

Seoul is the largest in terms 
of the total number of e3tablishments
 

in manufacturing sector.
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Table-6 Number of Establishments and Number of Workers
 
by Division of Industry (1973) 

__in: PersoU 

No. of Establishment 
Items Jung-uluhn 51-Ileung -O-Hang 6eouL 

Kuhn Kbhn City 

Manufacturing 33 193 567 5,832 

Manufacture of food,
 
beverages and Tobacco 2 13 376 390
 

Textile, wearing apparel

and leather industries 2 18 78 2.081 

Manufacture of wood and 
wood products inclduing _ 21 309 
furniture
 

Manufacture of paper and 
paper products, printing 1 21 12 709 
and publishing 

Manufacture of cheicals 
petroleum, con!, rubber 19 50 10 562 
and plastic ,ioducts 

Manufacture of non-metal
lic mineral products, 3 12 193 
except products of 
petroleum and coal 

Basic metal industries - - 28 97 

Manufacture of fabricated 
metal products, machinery - 54 17 1,257 
and equipment 

Other manufacturing 
industries 6 37 13 234
 

Source: Bureau of Statistics, Economic Planning Board.
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f. Distribution of Radio and Television
 

Macs communication is an important agent in the moderniza

tion process. A growing body of research in less developed nations 

indicated the crucial, integral rol] of mass media in modernization.
 

The distribution of radio and television was measured by the rate of
 

households possessing radio and television to the total households.
 

The rates of the distribution in Seoul and Po-Pang City were" rela

tively higher as compared with the Si-!etnig Kuhn and Jung-Suhn Kuhn 

(See Table-7), 

Table-7 Distribution of Radio and Television 

Radio 	 Televi- Rate of Pervasion
 
Items 
 Elec- sion Total Radio Televi-


Total tricity Battery Households sion 

Jung-Suhn 15,394 ... .. 4,209 26,627 57.8 15.8 
Kuhn 
Si-Heung 21,348 4,468 16,880 6,647 37,572 56.8 17.6 
Kuhn 
Po-Hang 20,030 4,470 15,560 14,000 25,645 78.1 54.5 
City 
Seoul 1,146,544 538,520 608,024 591,201 1,273,678 90.0 46.4 

Source: 	The Office of Public Information, Korea Broadcasting
 
Cooperation.
 

The distribu.ttional gap of mass media between less industrialized
 

rural areas and more industrialized urban areas was also shown to be
 

quite large.
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2. Thp Sccond of Stage of Fampling
 

,n the 'asis of the same criteria of ordering areas, four conuni

tie. were sampled by a purposeful-random sampling method, which were 

smaller than the areas sampled in the first stage in terms of the size 

of population. WJhen there appeared several whosecorunities degrees 

of indust-ja ization were renresentative of the areas, a community was 

randon-ly sampled among them. Jung-Suhn Eup was sampled as a represen

tative conunity of Jung-Suh- Kuhn. Soo-Ahm .'iyoun was sampled as a 

representatixe community of Si-H!eung Kuhn. Three Kooks, Mapo Eoo, 

Kwanak Koc, and Chongro Koo, i.7ere sampled as the representative com

munities of Seoul. The second of stage of sampling ",'as skipped in 

Po-!.ang city, because Po-Pang city did not have the classification of
 

residential district, "Kloo", like Seoul city. 

3. The Thiu-d Stage of qmplinE" 

The size of, community was one leve] lowered to "Lee" of "Dong" 

in this sLage of sampling. Ten Lees were randomly sampled from Jung-

Suhn Fup. Ten Lees had to be sampled in Jung-Suhr Eup, while 6 Lees 

were sampled in Soo-Ahm Myoun, since the density of population in
 

Jung-Suhn area was higher than that of Soo-Ahm Myoun. 

Six Lo. gs were sampled from Po-Fang city. In order to have more 

represeatative sample of Po-Hang city, Po-IVang city was d.2vided into 

-iar,! s,---areas on the basis of the s,;orio-ecopomic status of the 

-esidents, 'nd two Dongs in each -rca were randu.,ily s.impled. 
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Three Dongs were sampled in Seoul. Seoul was also devided into 

three sub-areas in terms of tne socio-economic status of the residents 

and the history of the Dongs. Seoul is rapidly expanding currently, 

and therefore many newly established Dongs are appearing in the out

skirts of Seoul City. Newly established Dongs were elimited during
 

the sampling, because it 
was more likely that migrants from other than
 

Seoul area usually reside in the newly established areas. The differ

ences in the numbers of Dongs between Po-Hang and Seoul was also due 

to the differences in the population density of Po-Hang and Seoul.
 

4. The Fourth Stage of Sampling
 

According to the record of Residential Registration Card, 480
 

residents, aged 21 to 60, were randomly sampled in each area. 
Oue of
 

the major independent variables was the residential history of individ

uals. Individuals who have stayed at the area for at least 15 years
 
or longer were sampled only. It was impossible to control the vari

ables of one's level of education or amount of monthly imcome, because
 

only one's age and sex were recorded in the Residential Registration
 

Card, and we only had to depend on the record of the card. The number
 

of individuals sampled broken down sex and ages is shown in Table-8.
 

Table-8 Total and Sub-Total Population Sampled
 

Jung-Suhn Soo-Ahm Po-Ilang Seoul Total 
Area Eup Myoun City 
Sex m. f. m. f. m. f. m. f. m. f. 

Age 21-30 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 24u 240 
31-40 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 240 240 
41-50 60 660 60 .60 60 60 60 60 240 240 
51-60 "60 60 60 60 CO 60 60 60 240 240 

Total 240 240 240 240 240 240 240 240 1,920 
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The representativeness of these samples has not been exactly
 

known; though the selection procedures were as rigorous as they could 

be. 'o recent census data on the total popu]atio;-, of Seoul, Po-1Iang, 

Soo-Aim, and Jung-Suhn exisL at this point. (The census data of 1970 

is too old to be used.) The objectives of our research was not to 

make any generalizations about the population of each area but to have 

some empirical evidences on the relationship of industrialization of 

Korean socio-economy Koreans'to se::-role ] inl-ed social Eehaviors. 

In other words, the focus -Tas not on the coni.unities as such but on
 

purpisely-selected groups of men 
 and ,women who were exposed to dif

ferent kinds of socio-cultLral settings, and n
was the structural
 

differences or similarities across the areas,
four which was hypoth

esized to bu obtained from the e:-pcriences of socio-econcmir settings. 

Our sample can't be called as a representative sample ol the 
total
 

Fopula:ion of Korea, but he amay representative sample to the.extent 

which it represents the continuum of iorcn industrialization. 

During the four weeks of field worh required to c-mplere the 

interviewings, all of interviewersthe ar:J research staffs bad the 

impressions of that the sampled populatien were not 
significantly
 

exceptional but ones 
which conforn.cd to the characteristics of ie

presentative Korean men women.and The first author of chis rese-rcn 

has stayed one week in each cormmunity and ',ad extensive cenvers:ticnal 

http:conforn.cd
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times with the residents on various social, political anti cultural
 

issues. 
 These experiences enabled the author to appreciate their
 

opinions and thoughts more thoroughly.
 

C. Tools Used
 

A questionnaire included with 30 structured questions on the
 
dimensions individual modernity was used for the interview.


of 
This 

made the interviews be more structured procedures, and be carried out 

more systematic way. These 3r questions were the items which were
 

suggested as significant with 
 the loading of .25 or higher in Rosen
 
and LaRala's study. 
 Rosen and LaRala used the questions to extract
 

women's modernity only, but we judged that they could be used for both 

men and women, if two test questions were modified to be used for both
 

men and women respondents. 
Two times of pre-survey were carried in 
order to test the validity and applicability of the questions in Korean
 

society; 89 KEDI researchers were invited to 
test the face-validity
 

question-s on sex-role-linked individual modernity index and to check 

the socio-c,.Itural relevance of every item to Korean society and cul

ture. 

The test-retest reliability of the modernity qcale was .89. The 
validity of the modernity index in Korean socio-cultural setting was
 

positively checked. 
 And for the purpose of getting cross-cultural 

data, we decided to be faithful to the original index. For, if the 
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dimensions, items, and'procedures were too ditferent frnm.those em

ployed ia Rosen & LaRala's study, the intention to compare the set 

of Korean society specific attitudE3, values, and ways of behaving
 

that are associated with the modernization ot Korean society with 

Brazilian's wotildn't be possible. Two items L-ad to be, however, 

revised, not because they were irrelevant to Korear society, but 

because they were to be suitable questions both for fenmale and male 

respondents. But the underlying, themes of the two questLions were 

untouched. (The questionnaire of 30 questions is in Apendix A.) 

The Rospn and La.Rala's women's !Iodernit) Indexes are all based 

on a limited number of modernity factors extracted in Smith and 

Inkeles's study, which intended to be applicable Lccross cultures.
 

The fact that the scales are relatively easy to administer and un

complicated in measurement increasd the degvees of applicability for 

use in comparative research. In addition, the fact that the molernity 

index:es were the items tested to bcesignificant in previous empirical 

researches operated in developing sociei .<s increasep their rejevances 

on Korean society which is also under the development and change. 

However, the procedure Vill also tend to produce a culture-specific 

measure of modrnity even though items and Lirensions remained the 

same across the two cultures, because the rationale of unidlimensional 

continuum of indiviluals modernities ir of all societies clenrly does 
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not preclude cultural or individual variation; it merely emphasizes
 

the proposition that certain common perspectives and behaviors or
 

attitudes will be found among individuals who e)xperieiice modern
 

,ocio-cultural environments,
 

A premature attempt like to measure and compare the level of 

modernity in with level of other nation'sKoreans the modernity will 

not be made. As discussed :in the analysis of the previous studies
 

on individual modernity, it would seem reasonable to explore first 

the structures of changing sex-role linked behaviorsocial in Korean 

society, and to find differences in the kinc~s of modernity factors, 

not in the levels of modernity In Korean ccmmnunities, by contrast 

with those obtained in other foreign communities. 

D. Interview
 

In each community the interviewer explained first to the leader 

of each community what this study was and why this study should be 

undertaken. The interviewers visited the respondent's home, and 

interviewed the respondent in a conversational manner. Once the
 

interviewer explained the purposes for th2 interview, most of the 
res

idents readily responded to the questions asked by the interviewer and
 

seemed to forget the fact that they were interviewed. However, quite
 

significant proportion of residents refused to anser the questions,
 

or were reluctant to answer, or were 
too shy to answer the questions.
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Those were excluded from th,,interviewing in order to keep higher
 

level. of objectiveness of the responses.
 

The interviewers were given interviewa guide at the beginning 

of the survey, but the processes of iinterviewJng was adopted accord

ing to specific situatio-ns pertaining to each co'naunity and to each
 

individual. It was 
 also necessary to adopt it to the personality of
 

each respondent as as level
well one's of education and particuly to
 

the culture of each coommunity, Residcnts in the remote area, young
 

women residents at Jwug-Suhn 
 Eup in poircicular, were first very shy 

to the interviewer and hesitative to accept the presence of inter

viewers who were from Soou] aTid had different accents in a speech.
 

Depending on the dc.gree of shyness 
 and hesitation, interviewthe was 

continued or stopped.
 

Certain questions were relatively easier to ask than others.
 

Most of the respondents understood without difficulties the questions 

and talked with much interest about the topics of family relation

ships, sex-roles, child-rearing, and act!vistic values in life. 
The
 

respondents who did not finish elementarv level of education had 

a little bit hard time 
to understand the vocabularies like "financial."
 

Therefore, only in the case of that kind, the interviewers were allowed 

to explain to them in more easier whatterms the word means.
 

Twenty,-f-our interviewers 
 and three KEDI research staffs were 

grouped into four sub-groups, 
and each group was located in each area.
 



Each group was led by a head of the group, "ic 'ad more experiern. 

for interviewing and field survey. 
About four veei:swere s..
 

complete interviewing 1,390 Korean men 
 and :.'omen. T-. .
 

population broken down by Area is shown 
 in Table-9. 

Tablc-9 Number of Individuals b Area 

Absolute Relative CuMulat ive 
Frenuencv Frequency Irequency 

Jung-Suhn 356 25.6 
 25.6
 
Soo-Ahm 
 350 
 25.2 
 50.9
 
Po-Hang 334 
 24.0 
 74.8

Seoul 
 350 
 25.2 100.0
 

1,390 100.0
 

In terms of the frequency of the respondents in the four areas, the 

degree of representativeness of each sub-sample is proportionately
 

balanced.
 

Since independent variables of the individuals were not control

led except the variables of and agesex durinF the processes of sampl

ing, the degree of representativeness of the total population was 

tested in terms of education and income. As it can be readily ac

knowledged in Table-lO, and Table-li, 
in descending order of the
 

degrees of industrialization of the 
communities, individuals' level
 

of education is decreasing. The dlistinction betw:een 
more industri

alized areas and less 
industrialized areas 
Vecame to be 
more clear
 

when the total sub-population of college graduates is compared.
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The level of education of female population is relatively lower than
 

that 	of male.
 

Table-10 	 Crosstabulation of Education by Address
 
Controlling for Sex (Male)
 

Count.
1 o ."01 	 c t l o 

Col Pct. JUn uhn Soo-Ahm Po-!an t Seoul Total 
Tot Pct. 

B(_1o1 56 11 8 1 76 
Elementary 73.7 14.5 	 1.3
10.5 	 11.0
 

31.5 	 6.3 4.9 .6
 
U. 	 1.6 1.2 .1 

66 72 19 12 169
 
39.1 42.6 	 7.1
11.2 	 24.4
 

Elemencary 37.1 40.9 11.7 6.9
 
9.5 	 10.4 2.7 1.7
 

24 46 20 18 
 108
 
22.2 42.6 18.5 16.7 15.6
 

Junior 13.5 26.1 12.3 10,3
 
3.5 	 6.6 2.9 2.6
 

30 39 60 48 
 177
 
16.9 22.0 33.9 27.1 25.6 

Senior 16.8 36.822.2 	 27.14
 
4.3 5.6 8.7 6.9
 

2 56 96 162
 
'College and 
 1.2 4.9 34.6 59.3 23.4
 

Above 1.1 4.5 34.4 5. . 9
 
.3 1.2 8.1 13.9
 

Column 178 176 163 175 
 692
 
Total 25.7 25.4 23.6 25.3 100
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Table-li 	 Crosstabulation of Fducation by Address
 
Controlling for Sex (Female)
 

Count. 
Row Pct. Jung-Suhn Soo-Ahm Po-ilang Seoul Row 
Col Pct. Total 
Tot Pct.
 

65 21 13 3 102
 
63.8 20.6 12.7 2.9 14.7
 

7.6 1.7
12.1 	 .4
mntaryElmnay 36.79.3 3.0 1.9 


47 99 32 23 201
 
23.4 49.3 15.9 11.4 28.9
 

Elementary 26.6 56.9 18.8 13.1
 
6.8 	 14.2 4.6 3.3
 

32 43 44 42 161
 
19.9 26.7 27.3 26.1 23.1
 

Jmior 18.1 24.7 25.9 24.0
 
4.6 	 6.2 6.3 6.0
 

33 10 62 65 170
 
19.4 5.9 36.5 38.2 24.4"
 

Senior 18.6 5.7 36.5 37.1
 
4.7 	 1.4 8.9 9.3
 

0 1 19 42 62
 
Colleg. 	and 0.0 1.6 30.6 67.,° 8.9
 
Above 0.0 .6 11.2 24.0
 

0.0 .1 2.7 6.0
 
Column 77 174 170 175 696
 
Total 25.4 25.0 24.4 25.1 100
 

The average monthly income of the household in the total popula

tion 	is 10986 won. The monthly income per household is decreasing,
 

when 	the degrees of industrialization of the community decrease.
 

(See 	Table-12) In terms of the monthly income distribution, the gap
 

between less industrialized arear, Jung-Suhn and Soo-Ahm, and more
 

industrialized areas, Po-lkmg City and Seoul, is quite large also.
 

The monthly income of the households in Po-Hang city is as twice
 

high 	as that of Soo-Ahm.
 



Table-12 Crosstabijlation of Income By Area 
In: 1,000 won 

Count. 
Row. Pct. Lowest 

In: Person 

Col. Pct. 
Tot. Pct. 

Thru 
20 

21-40 41-60 61-80 81-100 
301 

101-120 121-150151-200 201-300 Thru. Row 
Monthly Income 
Per Household 

Highest Total 

Jung-Suhn 

Soo-Ahm 

Po-Haqng
P 

Seoul 

Columni 
Total 

64 

35.95 
81.01 

9.20 
13 

7.42 
16.45 

1.!7 
1 

1.26, 

0.1' 
1 

0.57 
1.26 

0.14 
79 

11.36 

44 

24.71 
42.71 

6.33 

50 
28.57 
4.54 

7. 19 
4 

q 

C.7' 
5 

2.85 
4.85 

0.71 
103 

14.82 

34 

19.10 
33.66 

4.89 
43 

24.57 
42.57 

6.18 
16 

9,58 
15.84 

2.20 
8 

4.57 
7.92 

1.15 
'l 

14.53 

17 10 

9.55 5.60 
20.0 8.40 

2.44 1.43 
31 25 

17.71 1A.28 
36.;7 21.00 

.6 3.59 
46 

11.7 27.541.)'-581. "n 
..'I. 65 

271 7 6.11 
17 38 

9.71 21.71 
29.0 31.92 

2.4 5.46 
119 

12.23 17.12 

7 2 0 0 0 178 
3.9 1.12 0 0 0 25.618.9 3.22 0 0 0 

1.00 0.28 0 0 0 
1 4 3 0 0 175

00.57 2.28 4.57 0 0 25.1
5.55 6.45 12.30 0 0 

0.14 0.57 1.15 0 0 
8 17 28 19 8 167 

4.79 10.17 16.76 11.37 4.79 24.0244.44 27.41 43.07 45.23 38.09 
1.15 2.12. 4.02 2.73 1.15 

2 3Q 29 23 13 175 
114 22.20 16.57 13.14 1.42 25.'7

11.11 62.90 /2.61 5.76 61.90 
0.28 5.61 4.17 3.30 1.87 

]8-7- 14 ' 21 695 
2.58 8.92 9.35 6.04 3.02 100.0 

45.43 

64.02 

157 

173 

1 

109.86 
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E. 	Data Analysis
 

Thirty variables, selected with 
a view that they would cut
 
across 
the universe of the features of sex-role-linked individual
 
modernity and measured on 
a four-point-scale, 
were factor analyzed
 
using the principal components method. 
The basis for the selection
 
was justified before, and the variables were of the kind that other
 
research validated. 
 The 	primary purpose of this research was to
 
reduce the variables under consideration to a lesser number of uncor
related (orthogonal) predictors, '.hich could be used as the indexes 
of the changes in Koreans' sex-role linked social behaviors. In 
other words, it 
was 	attempted to 
create that the principal components
 
to describe 
as much of the variance in the variables as possible.
 

The rotation method was basically dictated by the primary pur
pose of this research. 
 Since it 
was 	attempted to create orthogonal
 
factors, the equimax criterion both 	 for row and for column simplifi
cation was applied. Rationales of the four rotation methods were re
viewed. 
The guiding principle of quarti7ax rotation is to make the
 
complexity of a variable minimum and to simplify the rows of a factor
 
matrix, and the varimax criterion centers on 
simplifing the colum1,s
 
of a factor matrix. 
Equimax can be thought of as a compromise solu
tion of the preceding twos. 
 Instead of concentrating either on sim
plification of the rows 
(variables) or on 
simplification of the
 
columns (factors), it was tried to accomplish some of each.
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However, it should be noted that the rotation doe not affect the 

amount of variance explained by the factors taken collectively. 

Therefore, the values of communality rerain exactly the same in spite 

of the rotation. 

There coulc be as many factors as there could Le variables, but
 

the number of factoi. to be retained in the factcr matrix was limited 

to seven. From the purely descriptive and data reouction point of
 

view, the factor dimensions -hould be cut off at the point of seven
 

or lss than seven. In Rosen and Laflala's study seven factor dimen

sions were extracted, but the objective of this research was to
 

reduce more coL.pletely the original 30 variables into simplified
 

predictors which also could account for all of the variance.
 

The daca collectee from the interviews were almost complete, but
 

on some of the variables, numerical values were missing.(Rerind the
 

fact that some respondent was too shy to answer some particular ques

tion.) To ovcrcome the problem, the missing values were estimated
 

by assigning mean values. But, if numerical values were missing on
 

more than five variables, the subject with missing data was excluded.
 

VI. Results
 

Four major questions were involved in the analysis of the data: 

First, it waf to obtain th: rotated dimenrions of individual moder

nity, and to interpret the dimensions, second to find out the vari
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ables most accounted for by the 
factors computed, and third, to
 

compare the levels of modernity of the 
four areas. The findings on
 

the three questions will he presented in the 
order of question in
 

this part.
 

A. Total Population
 

1. 
 Rotated Dimensions
 

Vhen the dimensions are rotated, a factor matrix was gener

ated which bad considerably more value, from the view-point of the
 

factor scores 
predicting the original variables, than in the case of
 

the unrotated matrix. The 
 rotated matrix is given in Table-13, and
 

as before, the variables can be 
 identified by the variab le numbers 

given in Appendix A. can beIt seen that, generally speaking, in 

contrast to the unrotated matrix, loadings 
tend to be either high 
or
 

low. For instance, even on the seventh dimension, which explains 

only 3.5 per cent 
of the variance in the variables, at least 
two vari

ables, NDO and MD09, loads .60 and .67 respectively. In fact, on
 

every dimension, at 
least one 
or more variables have 
substantial load

in gs. The matrix can be interpreted by the subjects with high factor
 

scores cencentraing on '.oaclings +.50 
or above. The result is given
 

in Table-14.
 



Table-13 
 Equimax Rotated Factor Matrix after Rotation with Kaiser Normalization:
 
Total Population 

Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 Factor 5 Factor 6 Factor 7 

MI)01 .03954 -.01968 .40627 .10917 .13328 .16279 -.06938 
MD62 .13819 -. 11962 -.00439 .08932 -.00872 .10208 -. 17886 
ED03 .71131 .12065 .08009 .01027 .08711 .03891 .15456 
MD04 .54427 .12405 -.00393 .00779 -.00614 .06055 .11030 
DO05 .10595 -.06407 .012n/4 .03083 .08975 -. 10874 .47339 
MD06 .80886 .04011 .1221n .09342 .05966 .12873 .04494 
M07 .76969 .02717 .09289 .08771 .02007 .15083 -.01399 
MD08 .16557 .15306 -.06419 -.00561 ,13310 .21538 .60368 
MD09 -.07542 -. 17143 .128F8 .02342 .-. 9379 .14642 .67726 
MDIO .22122 .14584 .12171 .27086 -.21222 .16884 .03248 
MD11 .12530 .18117 .51754 .22404 .28295 -.05200 .17099 
1ID12 .05209 -.05666 .637:3 -. 17118 .30671 -.05538 .10871 
MD13 .00887 .15225 .33906 .39724 -.18095 .08207 .15200 
MD14 18358 .16750 .42442 .26698 -.02473 .18291 .11692 
MD15 .On02] .51420 .42510 .15879 .24334 -.00638 .11965 
MD16 .03267 .10425 .57883 .10840 .00506 .11917 -.03552 
V117 .13246 .15280 .08880 .16326 .20561 .75076 .04661 
I158 .13P35 .04174 .04120 .12093 .13476 .79916 .08662 
MD19 .10568 .16336 .15674 .66504 .22943 .08763 .11596 
IM20 .03307 .1506 .14588 .69656 .13099 .07673 .10376 
MD21 .13147 .17469 .13506 .52462 .35531 .25138 .09053 
MiD22 -.01013 -P6045 .08918 .15650 .64971 .08438 -.08540 
K23 .00415 -.09283 .25397 .05227 .63480 .13239 .05151 
MD24 .12154 .21611 -.00428 .18019 .40951 .17065 .20935 
MD25 .09267 .28889 -.11706 .05639 .41547 .20829 .21889 
126 .14717 .60714 .01779 .35887 .04895 .17547 .05453 
M127 .10027 .57672 .04572 .22832 -.06164 .23848 -.05434 
MD28 .12010 .66209 .17132 -.00997 .11523 .04273 .05606 
VD29 .09421 .71575 .08437 .10593 .15138 .04345 -.02344 
MD30 -.01695 .47389 .10589 -.23724 -.03729 .47822 .07978 
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Table-14 Interpretation of Rotated Loadings
 

Factor 1: Decision-Making
 

19.5% of variance accounted for in 30 original ariables
 

MD03 (.71), I-,D04 (.54), MD06 (.80), MD07 (.76) 

Factor 2: 	Activistic Value
 
5.9% of variance accounted for in.30 original variables
 

MD26 (.60), HD27 (.57). 14D28 (.66), 1D29 (.71) 

Factor 3: 	Perception of Sex-Role
 
5.61' of variance accounted for in 30 original variables
 

IM311.(.51), MDI2 (.63), M£D16 (.57) 

Factor 4: 	Socialization; Control
 

4.9% of variance accounted for in 30 original variables
 

1119 (.66), 1D20 (.69), MD21 (.52) 

Factor 5: 	Socialization; Proctectiveness
 
4.1% of variance accounted for in 30 original variables
 

1M22 (.64), M-D23 (.63) 

Factor 6: 	Social Aspiration
 
4.1% of variance accounted for in 30 original variables
 

MD17 (.75), MD18 (.79) 

Factor 7: 	Communication between Spouces
 
3.5% of variance accounted for in 30 original variables
 

14)08 (.60), MD09 ( 67) 

http:IM311.(.51
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In this table the naming of factors becomes considerably easier
 
because the clusters of the heaviest loading variables in many cases
 
seem to be categorically similar. 
On the first factor dimension,
 
named "Decision-Making," all of the four variables with the heaviest 
loadings seem to have decision-making characteristics in the family.
 
Similarly, on 
the second dimension, named "Activistic Value," all of
 
the heaviest loading variables may be categorized as 
the value orien
tations toward activities; 
on 
the third factor, three variables, 
seem
 
to measure 
something, concerning the perception of womwn's sex-role,
 
and therefore, the factor was labeled 
as "Perception of Sex-Role."
 
On the fourth dimension, the state with 
a hiph factor score tends to
 
have the characteristics of 
V\alue 
orientations to socialization, and
 
because of the natures of the varial-les on 
this dimension, it might
 
be called as a "Socialization: C'ontrol" 
dimension; and 
on the fifth
 
factor, the variables of ?D22 and! of :7 23 seems 
to have the character
istics of protective patterns of cli*"r' socialization, it might be
 
labeled as 
a "Socialization: Protect-c-,.i.,c" 
 dimension. 
 On the sixth
 
factor, the variables of 'ID17 and of Y72tF 
 clearly show the character
istics of the expectation of one's upward' social mobility, and there
fore, it was labeled as 
a "Social Aspiration" dimension; 
on the
 
seventh factor, labeled as a "Communication betlv-.en Spouces" dimension,
 
the two variables, MD08 and M09, seem 
to have o coru-unicational 

features. 

http:betlv-.en
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Such labeling, however, should not confuse the really crucial
 

point of the analysis. 
 Factor scores on these dimensions predict 

original variables basically tc the extent of their loadings. Every
 

factor has some predictive power in respect to every variable, but
 

each 	factor predicts certain variables much better than others.
 

B. Jung-Suhn Eup 

1. 	Rotated Pimensions of TIhdividual Modernity
 

The rotated matrix is 
 given in Table-15, and as before, the
 

variables can be identified by the variahle number given in Appendix 

A. Variables with the loading of +.5f or higher on the seven dimen

sions are given in Table-16.
 

In this case 
the naming of factors also became considerably
 

easier, because the cluste. 
 of the heaviest loading variables in
 

many cases seemeo co be categorically more similar. 
On the first
 

factor dimension, the variables with 
the heaviest loading seemed to
 

be a "Decision-Making" dimension. 
 On the second factor dimension,
 

the variables of MD28, 29 and 30 with the heaviest loading seemed to
 

be a "Activistic Value" dimension. 
On the third factor dimension,
 

the heaviest loading variables might be categorized as 
a "Communica

tion-Aspiration" dimension. 
This 	dimension is quite Jung-Suhn Eup
 

specific in the sense that the variables originally categorized as 

Separate two factors were clustered together. The fourth factor was 

labeled as a "Perception of Sex-Role" dimension; and the fifth factor 



Table-15 Equimax Rotated Factor liatrix after Rotation with Kaiser Normalizatir;.: 
J-unfl-Suhn Pup 

Factor 1 
 Factor 2 Factor 3 
 Factor 4 
 Factor 5 
 Factor 
6 Factor 7
 
MDOI 
 .01758 
 -. 15635 
 -.1152P 
 .22686 
 .51270
M02 .08155 .]8957 .20615
-.07697 
 .13S55 
 -. 13462 
 .65312
MD03 .00281.71868 -. 11263
.18936
MD1 .16073
96 .13942 -.02783 97.59369 .09977 .06362•M04' 
 .19335 
 .13012 - 07287 .14700
MD05 .04189 -. 07591 .35501 .0(1814
.05786 
 .08071 
 -.02269 
 .5c763
.81006 -.04477
.02115 
 .12807 
 .13775 
 .11060
MD07 .17822
.79939 .05670 .08511
.08103 
 .10247 .MD08 .19885 1526 .0291]4 .12624.11510 
 .52206 
 .20384 
 -.14492
bM09 -. 04982 .33067 .00881,-. 13201 
 .53279 
 .26722 
 •03899DI10 .28f68 .06521 -. 13070.1821 .20807 
 .43562 
 .42221
1D1I I -.04677.15758 05112
-.04100 
 .10548 
 .110800 
 .06706M12 .39242.05617 .042114-. 1122A .12107 .6 IS.26930 

11f)13 -. 0153 .22522.00l . 2923' .r7237HD 14 .23055 .1,301 .7..2/1P 39 .29675 .514(5 .22746 -. 13320 €.11728
MD15 .20237 -.0108k .019i05706 
 -. 16236 .36269 
 . 17673MD 16 .27874-. 01-R17 ..15245r'7980 -. 06358 .60534 .1773517 151 2 7 4 .15476. !l 2 .r,7r, 15 -. 002onMD]I .18185 -. 0nT,9.2300n1,9 .23584.0; .73065 -. 02978 .14034111 .21196 .0 C78 .10617.11008 
 .22219 
 .08723 
 3P165 .553 8.11696 -21297.26222 
 .025027 .14761 .316767121 .59324.30000 .14334.13351 
 .15783 
 .21445 
 .15252
M4D22 .47032
-. 02043 .18171
.06376 
 -.01630 
 -. 05608
11123 .0 528 -.0jC91
.11746 .76375
-.02269 
 .06616 
 .16851 
 -.05208
,D24 .09684.11127 .68854
.18104 
 .11415 
 .01346 
 .03760
M25 .44327
.04286 .42709
.36791 
 .44018 
 -. 19456 
 -.09578
MD26 .30603
.18n67 .00483
.47941 
 .05318 
 .03696 
 .46432
N")27 .07068 .19936 .13206.43906 .08929
D2P, .16018 .51112 •035]2.16580 .18788.65745 .00019 .22136 -. 07814MD29 .01073.10696 -. 01865.69153 
 .03240 
 -.n1157 
 .16647
MD30 .13087
.10324 .12066
.63297 
 .22986 
 .03932 
 -. 00483 
 -.01807 
 .06146
 



Table-16 	 Interpretation of Rotated Loaeings
 
in Jung-Suhn 

Factor 1: 	 Decision-Making 
22.2% of variance accounted for in 3P orijpinaj varialus 

MD03 (.79), 11D04 (.59), Mr'06 (.81), MD07 (.79) 

Factor 2: 	 Activistic Value 
6.3% of variancc aceounted for in 30 original variables 

1U28 (.65), .D29 (.69), M4D30 (.63) 

Factor 3: 	 Communicauion-Apiration 
5.7%-of variance accounted for in 30 orig:inal variablcs 

l1P08 (.52), ND09 (.53), MD17 (.67), MD18 (.73) 

Factor 4: 	 Perception of Sex-Role
 

4.8%' of variance accounted for in 30 original varial1t]!: 

M1112 (.61), TID14 (.51), MD16 (.60) 

Factor 5: 	 Extended-Ties
 
4.6% of variance accounted for in 30 original variables
 

M01 (.51), 	 KD02 (.65), 1m27 (.51) 

Factor 6: 	 Socialization; Control
 
4.3% of variance accounted for in 30 original variables
 

?,M05 (.58), ?M19 (.5k), 1M20 (.59) 

Factor 7: 	 Socialization; Proctectiveness
 

3.7% of variance accounted for in 30 original varia-Hc,
 

1M22 (.76), 1ID23 (.68) 
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was labeled as a "Extended-Ties" dimension. 
 The sixth factor was
 
labeled as a "Socialization: Control" dimension, while the seventh
 
factor was labeled as a "Socialization: Protectiveness" dimension.
 
Appearance of the si..h and the seventh factor is quite Korean society
 
specific phenomenon. 
In Brazilian society, the variables of control
 

and protective clustered together.
 

C. Soo-Ahm Myoun
 

1. 
Rotated Dimension of Individual Modernity
 

The rotated matrix is given in Table-17. 
On the first factor
 
dimension, the variables of 3, 4, 6, and 
7 with the heaviest loadings
 
may be categorized as a "Decision-Making" dimension. 
The second fac
tor was labeled as 
a "Activistic Value" dimension. 
The thrid factor
 
was labeled as 
a "Perception of Sex-Role I" dimension; and the fourth
 
factor, labeled 
as a "Social Aspiration" dimension. 
The fifth factor
 
was labeled as 
a "Sex-Role Perception II" 
dimension. 
The dimension
 

of sex-role perception is devided into two seperate factors in the
 
case of Soo-Ahm. 
The sixth and the severth factor were labeled as 
a
 
"Socialization: 
Control" dimension and a "Socialization: Protective

ness" dimension respectively. 
 The dimension of socialization was
 
devided into 
two separate factors also. 
 Table-18 containts the result.
 



jTi2.- !7 Fquima× Rotated Factor 'atrix after Rotation with laiser Normalization: 

Soo-1;m Myoun 

Factor I Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 Factor 5 Factor 6 Factor 7 

DO 
13)02 

'TD03 

i T0n 
'!005 

!1DO6 

?007 
?;2 
11D09 

1D110 
MD11 

K14012 
11D13 

?T0'14 

115 

M)16 

MD1I7 
1MD18 

t D19 
D20 

MD21 

11)22 
19)23 

?',D24 
ID25 

W' 7 
2,'. 

-. T'7;79 
.12320 
.65252 
.550/44 
.16134 

.81412 
.2 3319 
.1051 

-.05 704 

.11331 

.09727 

.10247 

.00o574 

.2111l1 

.12237 

.03129 

.18422 

.08777 

.06380 
-. 10254 

12c91 

-.05 719 
-.09297 

.03176 

.1(924 

.1,,28 
.4 27, 
.2 7r1 

.02947 

.07263 
.179/n 
.05347 

-. 1 388] 

.0574 7 

.0 1,528 

.28925 

.05373 

.13306 

.19031 

-.02342 
.0/3 

07301 

.40215 

.03426 

.03733 
-.05439 

.30297 

.16210 

.14252 

.15246 
-. 11/31 

.32313 

.32115 

.55S52 

.6613. 

.52.'' 

.37592 

.17545 
.1784 
.16732 
.0P762 

-.03244 

.00712 

. Is559, 

.30 34 7 

.02(r9 

.58(02 

.70155 
-. 1888 

.09900 

.30307 

.07770 

.00695 

.0n292 

.31150 

.1533 

.07189 

.17833 

.56014 

-.01738 
.27373 

.03847 
-. 14354 

.r9626 

.12902 

.09329 

.109 
•14094 

.017 

.n 3295 

.30227 

.26388 

.072?5 
-. 03105 

-.05075 
-.0307 

.10616 

-. 11090 

.22819 

.62905 

.72531 

-. 07713 
.12892 

.1 n991 

-. 0526,2 
.02971 

.12067 

.05569 

.24326 

.17509 

.10259 

.40605 

.32185 

80'.84773 

.13152 

.01052 

.095P4 

.05 2 7 
-. 195q2 
-.nn404 

.C-353 

.11257 

-. 001/,6 
.62770 

.4438 

.15072 

.12681 

.03669 

.11309 

.13503 

.21250 

-.00476 

-.0(,355 
.10055 

.21771 

.11516 

.20456 
. 2P? 
. 126, 

-. 10037 
.03031 
.08166 

-.04680 
-. 17144 

.13138 

.0,4299 

.07660 
-. 34769 

-.0032C 
.27900 

.00324 

.81753 

.36022 

.12723 

.35305 

.23891 

.04543 

.55900 

.552P 

.70150 

.2218/ 

.17,7971,'74 

1047.5 

.n217C 

.726 
-. 8" 5 
• 7"Vr7 

.11191 
-. 12773 
.19585 

-. 21545 
.55331 

.03993 

.02707 

.22251 
-.27497 

-.016146 
.1349 

..01973 
.1030 

.111(.32 

.31 126 

.23979 

.13315 

.1! 2r 

.13652 
-. 1 931 

.0".227 

. 

. 

.177!1 

-. 12 
-. " 

.13399 
:'!.") -. 17-7" .7r,.212rr* nn-?.I-. r",-,'( .IT717- "- 1220' -.- ______ .239(7,__ .11227-. o0(96 
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Table-18 	 InteLpretation of Rotated Loadings
 
in Soo-Ahm
 

Factor 1: 	 Decisi on-Mal'.ing 
17.1% of variance accounted for in 30 original variables
 

M03 (.65), 	 MIN0 (.55), MD)06 (.81), HP07 (.83) 

Factor 2: Activistic Value 
7.0% of variance accounted for in 30 original variables 

MD26 (.55), MD27 (.66), NID2C (.52), M729 (.70) 

Factor 3: Perception of Sex-Pole I 
5.5": of variance ;iccounted for in 30 original variables 

MP1] (.58) , !112 (.70), "D23 (.5) 

Factor 4: Social Aspiration 
51.,' of variance iccountoO for in 30 original variables 

NIfl7 (.62), 	 MID1 (.72), MD30 (.57) 

Factor 5: 	 Ferception of Sex-PRole IT
 
4,.3.i of variance accounte' for in 30 original variables 

MD1t0 (.67), 	 >[I)13 (.62) 

Factor 6: 	 Socialization; Control 
4.0% of variance accounted for in 30 original variables
 

1D19 (.55), MD20 (.(5), "iD21 (.70) 

Factor 7: Socialization; Protectivenes: 
3.9% of variance accounted for in 30 original variables
 

MD05 (.55), 	 MD22 (.5M), .D24 (.50) 
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D. Po-Bang City 

1. 
Rotated Dimension of Individual Modernity of Population
 

The rotated matrix is 
given in Table-19. In the case 
of
 

Po-Hang, the naming of factors also became considerably easier except
 

the dimension of "Sex-Role Perception." On the fifth and the sixth 

factor, the variables which originally categorized as a sex-role per

ception dimension were further divided into separate dimensioils of
 

sex-role perception. It was difficult to analyze the fifth 
factor of 

Po-Hang, but the eixth factor had the c;ame variables which were heav

il: loaded and clustered together 
on the third factor dimension of 

Soo-Ahm. It seems very clear that the variable: of 11 and 12 measures 

some similar states of sex-role perception. Interestingly enough, on
 

the first factor dimension 
 of Po-Hang, the variables of 1T)l7 and FM.18 

were clustered which seem to measure something concerning one's expec

tion of upward social mobility, and the dimension was labeled as a 

"Social Aspiration" dimension. On the second factor dimension, labeled 

as a "Decision-Plaking" dimension, the variables of ?TD03, 06, and 07 

with the heaviest loadings were clustered. The variable of VfD04 did 

not appear on the dimension of decision-making at this time. The third 

factor was labele6 as a "SociavJi;ation: Control" dimension, and the 

seventh factor was labeled as a "Ccmmunication between Spouces" dimen

sion. The 
fifth and the sixth factor were labeled as a "Sex-Role Per

ception III" dimension and a "Sex-Pole Perception I" dimension respec

tively. Table-20 contains the results.
 



Table-19 Fquimax P'(Intt#d Factor M;ntrix after Rotation with Kaiser Normalization: 
Po-I:m City 

Factor 1 I actor 3 42 l ot,,r Factor Factor 5 Factor 6 Factor 7
 
MDO -. 42 36 .0(,,37 .07506 -.017n0 .62984 .08881 
 -.09315
-D02 .]5654 .00n2 .00220 .16770 -.07766 
 .49880 -.32490
MO3 .16612 .77720 -.07178 .07183 .07877 -. 047072.1')80 1 .03521 , A(M3 .16386 -.01922 .10582 .06740 
 -.20091
MD05 .12033 .11149 .07528 
 -.16086 -.19311 
 .61464 -.01689
-.05552 .24268
VD06 -.06617 .00837 .04002 .00581 
 .02933
MDO 7 -. 02352 .72771 .00330 -.02470 -.01131 .07592 .02690
MD08 .25571 .2154 .17063 .01703 -. 15629 -. 13258 .50800
1D09 -. 04365 -. 10811 -. 13829 .03995

!) 10 -.nJu65 .02435 .65250-. ,!17, . 2010 .19519 14n51 .30739 .07194
?!DI I .28186
-. 0,1z71 .025,, 0 6'.12 no 0 0 53 2;7 3 .5087F .08169MD 12 -. -. -. 027607OQ' 1202,' .71690 .52962.12233 .17358
;D13 -. 1C,79 .11202 .539 *fn"l6 .07512 .30724
-)1, . 1 . .22197 .12i,15
MD 15 .022 '17 .) 6174 .06604- 2 ' .2/"16 ;6.228, 2/ 74, .10830 .27215MDI 6 .14372 2.0]I -. ni0T .05457 .7056 -.06244 .03973
M17 7622 7 -. 01227 .05734 .1n571n6027 .0989511018 .7615n .02456 .1036 .13719 

-. n045, .12102 .00779 -.n5926,,'D19 
 .15002 -0lorg 
 .1 !259 .7336 .r. n .10100 -.06348
N,2f21 135.2 .6312 0716, .336772 .5,23 .07462 -.02694.0114.7 .1215435 4 . 6 .20,88 082 74.3-1.22;/7n - )P, .10504 .23313 .137c/1123 -.21515 -. 1407735699 -. 06,142 -. 15013 . ?2893 .23667 .19117 .14/46D2, .3,163 .19]n .2030 .2P220MTD25 -* 0319? -. 16706 .16192.146290 . n-, .4227 . n035n -. ,29 .18626 .09386
1I,26 .12025 .r7.478 .70163 .22442 .10103 05060-.,11)27 .12581 (02571 -.02171
.53072 .02523 .155-1 -. 10906 -.M)2, 05258-.03702 
 -. 01851 .6866n .03441 .01503 .12345 .17932MD29 .09542 
 -. 0497 .6767P .134 ;7 .1 6234 .06f9814,)0 .02627.19113 -. 05,40 .21093 -. 2631- .25274 .1071i1 .38500 



Table-20 	 Interpretation of Rotated Loadings 
in Po-Vang 

Factor 1: 
 Social Aspiration

14.8% of variance accounted for in 30 original variables 

MD17 (.76), MD18 (.76) 

Factor 2: 	 Decision-Making
 

7.4% of variance accounted for in 30 original varialoics 

MD03 (.77), ID06 (.84), M07 (.72) 

Factor 3: 	 Activistic Value
 
6.4/ of variance accounted for in 30 original variables 

MD26 (.70), MD27 (.63), MD28 (.6S), 0D29 (.67) 

Factor 4: 	 Socialization; Control
 
5.8% of variance accounted for 
in 30 original variables
 

14D13 (.55) 	 , M!D]9 (.73), MD20 (.73) 

Factor 5: 	 Perception of Sex-Role III

4.6,% of variance accounted for in 30 original variables 

!.,O] (.62), DI4 (.53), ',!Dl6 (.70) 

Factor 6: 	 Perception of Sex-Role 1 
4.4% of variance accounted for in 30 original variables
 

MD05 (.(I), NID11 (.58), 'fD12 (.52) 

Factor 7: 	 Communication between Spouces
 

MW8 (.5(), MD09 (.65) 
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E. Seoul City
 

1. Rotated Dimension ef Individual Modernity of Seoul
 

The rotated matrix is given in Table-21. In the case of
 

Seoul, the dimension of decision-making was further devided into two
 

separated factors. On the fifth factor dimension, the variables of
 

MD06 and 07, which seemed to measure some state of decision-making
 

activity on more important matters in a family, were clustered to

gether; and therefore, the factor was labeled as a "Tccision-Making 

in Particular" dimension. On the seventh dimension, the variables 

of MD04 and 05 were 
clustered together, which seemec to measure some
 

state of decision-making activity on less important matters like 

grocery-shopping; and therefore, the factor vas labeled as a "Deci

sion-Making in General" dimension. The first factor was labeled as 

a "Sex-Role Perception" dimension. Five variables out of the total
 

seven variables were clustered in Seoul, which were categorized as
 

the sex-role perception dimension. Variable of I'D20 was clustared
 

on the dimension of sex-role perception, which seemed to measure some
 

state of socialization. The second factor was labeled as a "Activ

istic Value" dimension. Five variables out of six variables were
 

clustered together. The third factor was labeled as a "Socialization:
 

Control" dimension; the fourth factor, labeled as a "Communication
 

between Spouces" dimension, and the sixth factor, labeled a "Social
as 


Aspiration" dimension. The fifth factor'was labeled as a "Decision-


Making: On Externa Matter" dimension and the seventh factor was
 



labeled as a "Decision-Making: On Internal 1Vfatter" dimension. 

Table-22 contains the results.
 



Table-21 
 Fqulmax Rotated Factor Matrix after Rotation with Kaiser iIormalization:
 
Seoul
 

Factor I 
 Factor 2 
 Factor 3 
 Factor 4 
 Factor 5 
 Factor 6
MDOI Factor 7
.05350 
 -.04715 
 .15506
MfD02 -.07902
.00194 .00467
-. 30093 .35448
-. 14893 -.07268
MDO3 .16774
.11272 .50488
.26637 -.06377
.0111,6 -.02105
MD04 -.24219
.04852 .38987
.07892 .34286
.0!055 .32956
MD05 -.07639
-.03031 .19988
-.06130 .Onpq'n .15241 .58622
MD06 .10319
.03059 -.00087
.15037 -.16525
.0509 .73787
MD07 -.04600
.07564 .68947
.02305 .29031
.10129 .09243
M)08 .11357
-. 16568 .67984
.00181 -. 14332
-.03793 .06844
MDO9 .26612
.21366 .09644
-.14833 .68939
-. 18213 .04875
D10 .11351
.62934 -.20202
-.09744 .58223
.00377 .34660
MDII .09939
.51397 .13620
.17413 .06231
.29076 -.04698
MD12 -.21674
.38987 .01986
.03466 .04909
.51265 .10385
MD13 -.39300
.61120 -.04231
-.07119 .00686
-.09736 .10259
UD 14 .32602
.68267 -.14722
.05961 .15955
.03256 .03952
MD 15 .01553
.46597 .06818
.22241 -.06598
.04720 .06782
MDI6 .11814
.52197 -.08161
.16055 .29354
.1/623 .20637
%IT 7 .(27)2 -.00478 .25142
.19077 -.06839
.12692 .13916
.67976
mI .11728
.56.14 -.02515.18675 .00143.1893243264 .60253.,9313 .037479 -.09772 .16924MD2 0 .26631 .08890
.51573 .12348
.14421 -.05215
-.05668 -.21011
MD21 .27118 
 .14043
.13765 .07807
.16419 -.15353
MD22 .55149
.nomi2 .16068-. 06912 .07283.71400 -.26497
MD23 .13161
-.06601 .01797
-. 15'52 .06928
.70529 -. 11569
MD24 .16457
.0071 .05927
.28011 -.01163
.29801 .01603
14E25 .82511
-.06115 .08902
.27307 .47553
.48784 -.30456
1ID26 .25500
.14212 -.0o082
.61533 .22422
-.02480 .27703

.09466 .31811 
 .05873
.61944 .02495 .17823 
 -.00106
MD28 .33689
.1107 .16169
.68121 -.05460
.00655 .04651
MT)29 .04691 .02816 -.03233.68(17 .10083-.08r63 -.04398
MD30 .07187-. 00365 .09932.55690 -.07982
.20325 .00506.40547 
 -.13908 
 .00349 
 .11885
 

11127 
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Table-22 Interpretation of Rotated Loadings in Seoul
 

Factor 1: 	 Percevgion of Sex-Role
 
15.4% of variance accounted for in 30 original variables
 

MD10 (.62), MDI1](.51), MD13 (.61), 11D14 (.68), MD16 (.52)
MD20 (.51) 

Factor 2: 	 Activistic Value
 
7.6% of variance accounted for in 30 original variables 

1iD26 (.61), 1ID27 (.61), 1lD28 (..68), 1ID29 (.68)0, I 30(.55) 

Factor 3: 	 Socialization: Protectiveness
 
6.2% of variance accounted for in 30 original variables 

MT13 (.51), 1ID22 (.71), MD23 (.70) 

Factor 4: 	 Social Aspiration
 
5.9% of variance accounted for in 30 original variables
 

MDI7 (.67), MD18 (.66), ND21 (.55) 

Factor 5: Decision-Making on External Matter 
5.1% of variance accounted for in 30 original 
.'ariables 

ID06 (.68), 1D07 (.67) 

Factor 6: Communication between Spouces 
5.0% of variance accounted for in 30 original variables 

MD08 (.66), HD09 (.58)
 

Factor 7: 	 Decision-aking on Internal Matter
 
4.1%'of variance accounted for in 30 original variables
 

MD04 (.58), 19)05 (.73) 
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F. 	 Communality 

The communality indicates the degree to which the thirty vari
ables have been accounted for by the factors computed. 
 In Table-23
 

the variables are listed in 
rank order in terms of their communality.
 

Table-23 Communalities of Variables of Tctal
 
and Sub-Total Population 

Variable 
Total 

Communality 

Jung-Suhn 
u)

Communality 

Soo-Ahi 
Myoun 

Communality 

Po Hang 
City 

Communality 
Seoul 

Communality 
MD01 
MD02 
MD03 
MD04 
MD05 
MD06 
lID07 
MDOS 
MD09 

MDIO 
MDI1 
MD12 
MD13 
MD14 
MD15 
MD16 

MD17 
MD18 
MD19 
MD20 
MD21 
MD22 
MD23 
MD24 
MD25 
M26 
MD27 
MID28 
MD29-
MD30 

.22207 

.22748 

.56002 

.33707 

.25982 

.79165 

.63375 

.48595 

.55080 

.40350 

.45233 

.55025 

.35702 

.40584 

.38660 

.37725 

.66463 

.70153 

.57848 

.57943 

.53890 

.45143 

.49844 

.33461 

.37284 

.55555 

.46018 

.50049 

.56486 

.52880, 

.43080 

.49351 

.51248 

.46268 

.36521 

.74362 

.69928 

.47837 

.39813 

.53373 

.36478 

.53699 

.38086 

.48201 

.39732 

.51270 

.59174 

.62939 
55267 
.5777! 
.56935 
.60518 
.58553 
.43868 
.47166 
.54239 
.52918 
.5]531 
.55023 
.46982 

.37161 

.18333 

.50935 

.43135 

.38598 

.69550 

.70343 

.33253 

.42711 

.48196 

.49940 

.52322 

.50244 

.45109 

.43675 

.25844 

.5r,723 

.56r25 

.5'39 

.5 0685 

.56444 

.44074 

.48851 

.45591 

.25491 

.54136 

.54120 

.43593 

.57714 

.38448 

.42519 

.41312 

.62838 

.32392 

.47381 

.72014 

.53735 

.44280 

.46101 

.28723 

.53825 

.45137 

.44855 

.39471 

.31990 

.52041 

.61342 

.61690 

.58748 

.57623 

.49878 

.34117 

.37492 

.36607 

.45749 

.57609 

.45381 

.52194 

.52114 

.37680 

.16633 

.40029 

.52061 

.42045 

.58715 
.60173 
.51682 
.53086 
.61361 

.44010 

.43959 

.59004 

.54322 

.48449 

.41819 

.40491 

.53769 

.55084 

.39708 

.41553 

.54965 

.55046 

.55791 

.47471 

.46295 

.51743 

.53795 

.49032 

.50179 

.54935 
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In the case of total population, variables 6, 18, T7, an, 7 are
 

best accounted for by the factors computed, and variables 1, 2, an(
 

5 are least accounted for by the factors computed. In the case of
 

Jung-Suhn Eup, variables 6, 7, 3 and 22 are best accounted for by
 

the factors computed, and variables 13, 11, 
and 5 are least accounted
 

for by the factors computed. 
 In the case of Soo-Ahm Myoun, variables
 

7, 6, 20 ahd 29 are best accounted for, and variables 2, 16, 
and 25
 

are least ancounted for by the factors computed. 
 In the case of Po-


Hang, variables 6, 3, 18, 
and 17 are best accounted for and variables
 

10 and 15 are least accounted by the factors computed. In the case
 

of Seoul, variables 9, 6, 12, and 5 are best accounted for, and vari

ables 1 is least accounted for by the factors computed.
 

G. Means of the Raw Scores of Variable (Modernity Indexes)
 

Modernity scores for the four communities were obtained in a
 

simpler manner. Using the thirty variables, the respons in order to
 

facilitate comparison, all the responses of variables have been trans

formed into numerical values setting the theoretical minimum modernity 

score equal to 1 and the theoretical maximum modernity score equal to 

4. Thus, if an individual gave the most modern responses possible to
 

each of the thirty items, his or her modernity mean score would be
 

equal to 4.00. 
 The means, standard deviations of the distributions
 

on each item are contained in Table-24. The higher the mean score is,
 

the more modern or egalitarian an individual's sex-role linked social
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behavior is. 
 Although it would be.arbitrary, level 3.00 is chosen
 

as a satisfactory level of individual modernity.
 

One major difference in scoring modernities employed in other
 

studies should be noticed. 
 In other modernity studies, the factor
 
weighted responses of individuals instead of raw scores of responses
 
of individuals were summed. 
 This method cf scoring may allow more
 

theoretically valid measures of modernity; however, the unidimension
al continuurn of modernism accross the four communities has not been 
fully tested in Korean society yet, and so without weighting each 
responses of individuals, raw scores of responses 
are used.
 

In descending order of industrialization, the level of individ
ual modernity was decreasing. 
The differences in the levels of moder
nity in the four areas were significant at 
.21 level of total popula
tion was 
2.59, the level of which was quite !below: the level 3.00.
 
Less industrialized areas were below 
the level of total mean while
 
more industrialized areas 
were above the total mean.
 



Table-24 Means, Standard Deviations and Number of Cases of 30 Modernity Indexes 

Variable Jung-Suhn Eup Soo-Ahm Myoun Po-Hang City1n. N Seoul TotalS.D. Mn. S.D. N Mn. PopulationS.D. N Mn. S.D. N !In. S.D. NMD1)01 2.39 .87 356 2.23 .87 350 2.56 .81MD02 3.25 334 2.62 .69 350 2.451.04 356 3.13 1.17 .81 1390350 3.32 
 .38 334 3.33 .83 3.25•D03 2.90 1.39 356 2.96 1.30 
350 .99 1390
350 3.20 1.29 
 334 3.26 1.17 350
1D04 2.17 1.30 1390
1.22 356 
2.56 1.21 350 2.50 1.18 334 2.56 1.21 2.45
1D05 2.16 .59 350 1.17 1390356 2.16 .51 350 2.06 .35 334 2.21 .571D06 2.79 1.37 356 350 2.15 .52 13902.95 1.33 
 350 3.42 1.0- 334 3.51
1M007 2.83 1.38 356 .96 350 3.16 1.23 1390
3.11 1.25 350 3.40 1.i, 334 3.55 .94 350MD08 1.59 3.22 1.21 1390
.77 356 1.45 .63 350 1.54 .64 334 1.68M09 1.79 .81 356 2.04 

.58 350 1.57 .87 1390.97 350 1.97 .95 334 2.17 .81 350 1.99
MDIO 2.56 .90 1390.79 356 2.76 .80 350 2.82
MD11 1.92 .73 334 2.89 .58 350 2.75 .74 1390
.75 356 1.76 .75 350 2.17 .70 334 2.33
1ID12 1.77 .69 1' 

.65 350 2.04 .75 13901.65 .72 358 1.91 .69 334 2.01
MD13 2.81 .83 .66 350 1.83 .70 1390356 2.99 
 .82 350 3.05 .69 334 3zn8w4)14 2.25 .75 356 2.29 .87 

.60 350 2.98 .75 1390350 2.42 .67 334 
 2.66
14D15 2.23 .79 .61 350 2.40 .75 1390
356 1.92 .78 350 2.41 
 .74 334 2.44 .70ID16 2.53 350 2.25 .78 1390
.82 356 2.57 .86 
 350 2.67 .69 33411D117 3.22 .79 356 3.16 
2.62 .66 350 2.60 .76 1390.64 350 3.64 .58 334 3.80 .50 350
MD18 3.14 .98 3.45 .69 1390
356 3.23 .74 350 
 3.59 
 .74 334 3.73 .81
MDD19 2.04 350 3.42 .86 1390
.86 356 2.35 .92 350 
 2.35 .78 334 2.87
MD20 2.33 .85 356 2.57 

.68 350 2.4n0 .87 1390
.90 350 2.63 .76
4D21 2.33 
334 2.93 .68 350 2.61 .83 1390
.85 356 2.37 .90 
 350 2.65 .78 33'
MD22 2.97 .63 .84
2.37 356 350 2.58 l30
.78 2.06 
 .85 350 2.30 .71 334
M4023 1.83 .69 356 1.50 

2.47 .83 35n 2.30 .81 1390.64 350 2.G9 .73 334 L.s .75 350111324 2.12 1.04 .74 13901.08 356 1.89 .93 350 2.29 1.11 33/4 2.55 1.09
1D25 2.51 .84 356 35n 2.21 1.00 j390
2.26 .96 350 2.56 
 . " 2.(2 .95MP26 2.8,9 .97 356 3.04 .95 
32> 35n 2.48 92 13350 3.26 .76 33'11027 3.00 .80 356 3.22 .74 35 G 3.24 

.2> .- n 35n 3.i] .o7 1330 
MD028 2.60 1.00 356 

.67 3 3.230 350 3.19 .73 1 390 -" .2.45 1. 1 350 2.8R6 .83 334 2] .2II)29 2.43 .95 35n 2.2 .95 130356 2.54 1.01 350 2.79 
 .,q 33, 2.7' .21 35 0 .I4M30 2.6t .67 .n2 153')356 2.79 .54 350 o2. 2 .59 73/ 2.7 .6? 353 2.77 .61 13fV10
Total 2.44 2.46 2. ,7
 2. 



'U'. Discussions
 

Three questions are posed in this part of discussion: To what
 

extent the seven dimension extracted in Brazilian society vill be 

retained in Forean society, what varialles includec to reasure indi

vidual modernity i-ill be lest accounti for by the factors computed, 

and 	 are there really differences in the levels of moeernity of the 

four 	comunities? 

A. 	 Factor Dimensions Retained 

Tle present discussion is based on the factor matrices, which 

are 	 presented in the section VI. The ult:imntc goal of this research 

was obtain -ome theoretically meaningful an(: statistically significant 

fPictors and if possil.1e, th> simplest fact structure. Therefore, the 

matrices of rotated factor loadings, which were conceptually simpler 

than that of the unrotated ones, were used as -ur major evidences for 

the creation and interpretation of the modernized structure of !oreans' 

sex-role linked social behaviors.
 

It was hypothesized that the factor dlmensions; which were ori-i

nally extracted in Rosen and LaRala's stuy would be retained in our 

study 	also. Powever, from inspection of the factor matrices, it is
 

obvious that the seven factor dimensions were not universally present
 

accross the Korean four communities. Three out of seven dic'nsions 

were further divided into separate dimensions, and some factor !imen

sions were combined together. 

http:possil.1e
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The dimension of goals and values of socialization factor was 

devided into two separate factor dimensions in such a wa. that contro! 

and protectiveness appeared to be orthogonal to each other. In the 

case of Jung-Suhn and of Soo-Ah (See Tables-] 3, 15, and 17), the 

variables included to measure the g,1oals of socialization were clustered 

in two different ways. The variables 19, 20, and 21 went together, an( 

the variables 22, 23, an(' 24 went together. However in Rosen and 

LaRala's study the six variables were clustered together across the 

five Brazilian communities. In Po-Hang city, the variables 19, 20, and. 

21 inclided to measure the dimension of "control in socialization well 

not significantly loaded, while in Seoul, the varia )les 22, 23, and 2/ 

included to m.oeasure the dimension of "protectiveness" in socialization 

were not significantly loaded. 

The factor of decision-ma-ins dimension was also devided into two
 

separate factor dimensions in Seoul; variables 4 and 5 went together,
 

and variables C ancd 7 went together. Variables 4 c.,nd5 were included
 

to test who usually makes decisions on some oridnary household affairs
 

such as "Who 0il do grocery shopping or who will keop the money?": 

Variables 6 and 7 were included to test who makes decision on solving
 

some 
important household affairs cich as "who decideds to buy or sell
 

something valuable?" or "who decided to give financial help to rela

tives or friends?" The fact that a decision-making dimension .as
 

divided into two separate dimensions in Seoul indicates that the
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extent 
to which Iorean women 
in Seoul can participate as 
an indepen

dent person in making decisions on household affairs 
is dependent on
 

the degrees of the importance of 
the problems. 
 This finding is 
a
 
particularly valuable index which shows how. sex-role is differenti

ated in Korean urban household.
 

In the case 
 of Po-Hang, the decision-makins dimension seemed to 
be devided into separate two dimensions in the same way wasit in 
Seoul: The pattern of variable clustering in Po-Pang appeared to he 
more distinct than that in Seou], only variables , , an( 7 went 

togetiher, and rest: of the variables included to pleasure the level of 
women's participation in maiinq decisions in the family were not
 
significantly 
 loaded. It s o-,- tt in tle cale of Po-Fang the 
variables 4 and' f were not accounted for by the decision-making
 

dimension. 
 Ho'wever the dimension retained as a singled factorwas 


in the 
 case of both Jung-Suhn and Soo-Ahm. 

Sex-role ,-rception dimension was not 
retained as a single fac

tor 
in the cases of Soo-Ahm and Po-Hang. 
 The patterns the variables
 

were clustering tended to be very unclear, and it was hard to inter

the factor dimensions.
pret In Soo-Ahm, the variables ]I, 12 and 23 
went together, while in Po-Fang the variables 11, 
12 and 5 went to
gether. 
Variable 23 were originally included to 
identify some kind
 

of socialization goals and variable 5 were included 
to identify some
 

pattern of decisio-making activities rather than some state of sex
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role perception; however, they went 
together with the variables i1
 
and 12. wasIt discussed before that variable 5 as an inclex to
 

identify decision-making activity was 
 appeared to be irrelevant to 

Po-Hang soeio-culture. The discussion could be more supported by
 

the fact that variables 5 went together with variables 11 
and 12,
 

which seemed to indicate that the question like "who dowill grocer, 

shopping?" was perceived in Po-Pang community rather as mattera of 

worTr.-!'s role than as a matter oz decision-making.
 

Comparision of the factor 
dimensions of more industrialized
 

urban areas 
with those of less industrialized rural areas show that
 

the extend-ties 
 factor dimension was not retainea Seoul,in Po-1an8
 

and Soo-Ahm, 
 w i].e it was retained in Jung-Suhn. Soo-Ahm is an
 

agricultural rural 
area, but the questions on the relationship with 

the extended-ties appearo 
 not to be accounted for by any kind of
 

distinct factor dimension. 
 It seemed to be because Soo-Ahm is located
 

close to a town Ahn-Yang.
 

Communication between spouces dimension was not retained in Soo-

Ahm, which seemed to indicate that the variables were irrelevant to
 
Soo-Ahm socio-culture. This fact becould interpreted in two prolale 

ways: What variables 8 and 9 intended to measure might be so foreign
 

to Soo-Ahm people's general pattern of social behaviors that some 
senses could not be derived out 
of them, and/or the variables would
 

be accounted for by other unknown factor. 
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B. Communality Test
 

A detailed examination of the communalties of the variables 

show what variables were parE-icular] v:ell accounted for hy the 

modernity fac r us accross the fuir I'oreni c[rThUri[,s. I'hen th(e 

varia.l '( - :it:h lthe comitina II ty val.tio n . 5 or al ove we,r otI
 

se] ecteod ar(ibes 2, ,7 17, I 
 a2Cl wre 1rce:t accounted 

for by the facLor,- of i ,O t.nil y C( l (Y I. of the
 

four areas. It j.-iv t ruL 
 H c, c ce a I~, Ht-,11 wour ColImiuni

ties were analy-ed oh cas , . vimaL]es (v: alieC Kt, 12, 20, 

31, 2V and 30) appeared also to e .acemnurc' for P the tIactor; "0ow

puLed] thtIn -hell thie four c {OEM-[7,ilI- .:,c I'( iiTMal-Y:'o f our separate 

groups. This finding indicates v.:iat 9 :orean men and woomen as a 

group thin', can not always predict what nn-8ur p,eople or 350 

Seoulites thini-, l e,ve or boleheve. The issue of the discrepancy
 

between what society
a :int-nds to achieve and what an jndijvidual 

wants to pursue is well el-orated in many of sociolugica2 and phi]

osophical discussions, It should be thought of in the very same way, 

that is an aggregate of 1390 or more individuals is qua]itative'v 

different not only from an 
individual but also from 13cC' individuals.
 

For instance, variable 9 appeared to be moderately well accounted 

for by the factors computed in the analysis of an aggregate of 1390
 

men and women, however, the degrees to which-variable 9 was accounted 

for in Jung-Suhn, Soo-Ahm and Po-flang were relatively io.. (See the 
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communality scores on variable 9 in Table-23). Therefore, rigorously 

speaking, only seven variables (3,6,7,17,11,26 and 2.) should be
 

evaluated as the significant indexes indiVidual
of moderity in !:olc,.n 

societ.', in the four ereaun coi:cunities in particular, wich eI.were 


accounted for 1,yt,,c faet s-;cnsputedl not on\v lthe L" .<-t aar].-

Vsis huI ;1let1 in the Unit au].aeir.. That is, nmo-dernityI in Foreans, 

sex-role I iec: sc'ial behaviors :inparticular. can e( L.st rias:ree' 

by the. iridcxes "lio maLeL the final decisions in the fair,-Jv a1.1ut
 

where to -ive, wlio 
cdecides to bu,, or !;ell sonethiJnum voltual e , who 

decides to give financial help to relatives or friends, to what extet 

a Korean, regardless of lie or I 11e,h.-at she would thinis his or hr 

children ill he able to complete schooling, regardless of what he or
 

she would like, t.what occupation he or she think, probably his or her 

son w.-ill have, to what degree a person believes in faith in leading 

one's live, and to what degree a person believes in luck in getting
 

far in this vorld." 

C. Modernity Level
 

There have been some highly critical evaluations of the concept 

of individual modernity. Psyc]hologists argue that the -ocio-psych(.

logical changes in adults are ali7avs andrandom the processes of 

change or development appears to b'e associated logically and empiri

cally with changes in other aspects of social organization and indi

vidual behavior. 
With respect to changes in beliefs, values and
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attitudes, still no clear-cut explanation is present. 
While acknowl
edging the plausibility of many critiques regarding the causal nexus
 
of industrialization and changes in an individual's social behaviors,
 

the existence of some factors, labeled modernity factors, under some
 
socio-economic and cultural conditions appeared to be real.
 

Various researches show remarkable consistent relationships of
 
individul 
 modernity to formal education, industrial experience, and
 
urban 1ife. 
U.wever, no direct empirical attempt 
to test the rela
tion!'7i,-
 made in this research, since the evidences in this study 
on the dimension of individual modernity factor called for more exten
sive examination of Inkeles's (and others) nation of the unidimen

sionality in societal and individual modernization.
 

Leaving the difficulties in defining modernity factors aside for
 
iuhile, it would be reasonable to examine more closely the means of 

variables and the aggregated means of the four group . It is clear
 
from inspection of the means of the four areas 
that the scores are
 
slightly higher than the scale midpoint but quite lower than the score
 
3.00, indicating that they (respondents) still remains to be relative

ly traditional.
 

A more 
detailed examination of the means of each variable can
 
be made. 
With respect to one's relationship with relatives, the re
spondents in this study were not 
so tied to their kin's that they
 
could not pursue their own career independently. (refer the mean of
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MD02 accross the four areas.) 
 What was most salient and significant
 

to the respondents was the issue of social aspiration, and the levels
 

were also quite above the score 3.00. (Refer the means of M17 and
 

,D18.) Social aspiration dimension was appeared even as 
the first
 

factor in Po-Hang society. It indicates that regardless of the levels
 

of social aspiration of individuals, a matter of social aspiration
 

tends to be the first important concern of Po-lang people.
 

Examination of the variables and the scoreq are
8 9 show closer
 

to the traditional pole and below the scale and
midpoint much more 

below the score 3.00. Mlean score of variable P is the lowest amono 

30 variables accross four areas,the indicating that neither husband 

nor wives talk frequently to their counterparts about thr politics. 

It has the lowest standard deviation (.58) in the Seoul data. 
 It is
 

surprising in view of the highest group mean 
score of modernity in
 

Seoul.
 

It is also appearent from the mean scores of variable 9 that
 

husbands in the four Korean communities seldom tell to their wives 

what happened the when they returnon day to home after work. These 

evidences indicates therethat exists no meanin,-ful co.amunication at 

all. between-spouces in Yorean fanmilics, and it is more clear from
 

the relatively lower standard deviations of variables 8 and 9 that
 

the respondents in the four com.munities homogeneously seldom have
 

verbal interactions with their spouce.
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From the decision-making points of view, women in Po-Hang and 
Seoul appeared to enjoy more egalitarian relationsh~ip with their 
counterparts than women in Jung-Sulin and Soo-Ahn. M!ean scores of 
variables 6 and 7 w.,ere above 3.00 in Seoul ancr Po-Panp data. It 
means depending on the -Ind of problem and the iriportance of problem 

wome,. respondents in Seoul and Po-Pang make decisions on an equal 
standing with their husbands, but more often 17omen 1:y themselves make 

decisions on buying or sell ing valuable things or giving financial 
.eln to friends and relatives. This tendency to make decision of 
financial matters in the household wvas more strongly showed in Jung-

Suin and Soo-A':n. Tlhese findings are reasonable aTd all consistent 

with the Kcre,'r specific women's role expectation in Vorean rural 

household like Jung-Suhn where woneT are expected to contribute to 
family-Income by engaging activel.- in farming or oLher kinds of labor, 

by contrast .ith the urban household in which women are carrying on 

only a consumptive role.
 

Variables 10 
 HC, which measured some 
to 
level of woman's sex

role perception, were particularly examinand -ith keen interests. 

All of the cases except the case of Po-Mang and Seoul on variable 13 
levels of sex-role perception were Coln.the .e'el 3.10. That means 

that most of the respondents in our survey, reoar:i.'ess of their sex, 

,Hd not perceive a woman as a w'orth, inlopndc::.c and alTle person. 
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Most of the respondents, regardless of their sex, did not 
disagree
 

with an opinion that women are less intelligent than men; they even
 

agreed with the opinion that 
a man has the right to be the "head of
 

the household" and the woman has the duty to obey him; they also
 

agreed with the opinion that woman's
a place is in the home, and the 

less time she spends outside the house, the better; people in JunS-

Suhn and Soo-Ahm did not disagree with the opinion that a wife will
 

not respect her husband 
 doesn'tif he order her around of "boss" her, 

and people in Po-Pang and Seoul disagreed, but did not strongly dis

agree with the opinion; they agreed with the opinion that as a rule, 

women 
are less capable than men of making important decisions; they
 

agreed with the opinion that it is better 
for a woman to keep silent
 

than to argue 
 with her husband when she disagrees with him; and they 

agreed with the opinion that 
women should not participate more active

ly in the community's affairs. 
 In a word, the fact that most of the
 

responden ts, regardless of 
their sex, agree with the opinion that a
 

woman's place is in the home, and the less time she spends outside
 

the house, the better tells us 
the necleus of Koreans' perception of
 

women's role.
 

Examination of the variables 12 
and 23 reveals typically how
 

women anJ children are 
treated in 1,orean society, the four areas in
 

particular. With the lower variations, the mean scores for the four 

communities are close to the traditional pole and below or just on 
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the mid-point on the scale. 
 It is clear from these findings that
 
women are emprisoned In the house, and children are overprotected
 

by the parents.
 

The importance of values and goals of socialization in the context
 
of social change generates a wave of socio-educational discussion about
 
the pedagogical role of family in a system of society. 
It is a real
 
truth that, in some respect at 
least, diverse human cultures assign
 

most important roles and responsibilities to the family :o help and
 
train youtigsters to he persons. 
 A body of literature on cross-cultural
 

studies of socialization has emphasized the importance of ecological
 

and economic factors in the 
 socialization of children. 
There is also
 

a widespread pattern of greater Pressure toward independence and
 

achievement in children in Korean society.
 

Given these premises, we vere led to ask about two questions.
 

To what extent the imporatnce of independence in a socialization is
 
actually emphasAzed, and 
to what extent Korean parents value a more
 

demccratlc way of child-rearing Practice? 
 Variables 19, 
20, and- 21
 
measured the extent to which the value of autocratic control in social
ization is emphasized, and variables '2, 23, and 24 measured the extent
 
to which thr goal of Protectiveness in so'ialization is emphasized. 

Accross the four areas mean scores of variables from 15 to 24 were 
below -he score 3.0C, indicating that chilren in the four Korean 
cotunitic7 have 1'een trained te be dependent or the adilts, Ttile the 
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parents tend to relate themselves with their children in.a more
 

autocratic way.
 

Inspite of the autocratic way of child socialization in Korean
 

family, lForean parents expect their children to achieve higber edu-

cational and social success. Our data indicate that there exists
 

accross Lhe four communities a stronp tendency Lo regard education as 

a means of CettinL: ahead of others. Therefore, most of the respondents 

in our su,'vey seemed to believe strongly that education is a hind of 

investment which i..rill bring al-out the l enefits of social success. 

The parents in Jung-Suhn Eup, whose monthly income was less than 4,0)( 

Won, answered that they would send their children to a senior high 

school and even to a college. It is not just their wishful thinking: 

They really do.
 

1Iean score of variable 27 is above 3.00 and close to 4.00, indi

cating that actually there was not 
a siagle person in the four communi

ties who will not send their children to a high school. However, dif

ferential treatments of sons and daughters in sending schools seemed
 

to be dominant in Jung-Suhn and Soo-Ahm. More often they responded
 

that elementary education would be quite enough for daugthers, but
 

sons most complete as least a senior high school. By out scale, it
 

was difficult to measure the degrees of differential treatment in the
 

four areas. This is the one point %.ich should he further studied in
 

a follow-up study. 
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The average level of expection of socio-economic status was above 

the scale point 3.00. Variable 18 only was measured on a five-point
 

scale. It seemed from expection -f the score that the respondent
 

think that their son vill attain at least a middle class status in 

future. It is hare to define exactly the notion of middle-class which
 

the respondents have in their mind. And the definition of mid6le

class of Jung-Suhn residents would be different from that of the re

spondents in this survey was neither extremely lower nor extremely
 

higher. The fact they expect th2ir youngersters to complete higher
 

level of education seemed to indicate Koreans are not that fatalistic
 

Rny longer.
 

Fatalism, which has created so diverse shamanistic rituals, was
 

and, still has been decply rootcd in the psychic structure of Koreans.
 

that of Korean women in particular. Fortune-telling, or the ancient
 

Chinese Joo-uk, which is like Western horoscope, have dicated the
 

life of Koreans for so long time. The ideology o; Too-Yuk in whch
 

the infecriority of women were asserted vith sophistication, has made
 

Xoreans he subjected to the nature. Returning to the nature and being
 

oh)dictt to the nature are the ultiratc concerns in the ideology of 

JoO-Yuk. From the perspectives of Joo-Yulh, lives are supposed to be 

v the laws of nnture, anO furthermore, mcn sheuldn't or can 

n:t ro against the lays. Ir seems tn be a reasonable thinbinZ, in 

con3iderin? all tlc prohleiis of environmenta'. pollutions in the 2Cth 
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century. However, it might have hinder the development of science
 

and medicine in Far Easter civilization, and made us ignore one impor

tant point such that human beings can transform the laws without 

necessarily violating the laws and operate the transformed laws to
 

enhance the levels of the conditions of human life. 

It is expected not that Korea.is are expected now to overcome all 

the obstacies to Korean national eevelopment; but fatalistic attitudes
 

toward life would be one of the most harmful elerents embeded in Kore ins' 

mind to achieve what we now plan. A good number of reports reported 

even highly educated Korean women knock at the door of fortuneteller's 

house.
 

Variables 25 to 30 were included to measure fatalistic attitudes
 

of Koreans. Data in Jung-Suhn indicates that the population in Jung-


Suhn, regardless of one's sex, still seemed to believe in not only
 

one's fate but also one's luck. (Exactly speaking, the tendency to
 

believe in luck is closer to shamanistic beliefs rather than fatalis

tic attitude. However, both fatalism and shamanism have been cate

gorized as a "Activistic Value" dimension in this study.) Data in
 

Soo-Ahm indicates that the population in Soo-Ahm, regardless of one's
 

sex also seemed to believe in both one's fate and one's luck. Data 

in Po-Fang indicates that the population in Po-Hang is quite close to 

the modernized pole, but they arc not so quite liberated from the 

traditional fatalisr yet. Data in Seoul indicates that the populatien 

of Seoul. is close to the modernized pole, but the tencency to believe 

http:Korea.is
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in fate and luck is not weakened enough to level the population in
 

Seoul as the most modernized population.
 

VIII. Conclusion
 

A majcr focus of this research was to ioentify and measure sex

role linked ind!ividual modernity, or the set of individual values 

and beliefs that theoretically arc associated uith modernization of 

a lKorean society. Underlyirn. host research in this area are premises 

that a single dimension of modernism exists along %10hich societies can 

be distributed, that societies at each point plong this continuum 

tend to share certain social and cultural patterns, and that these 

socio-cultuiral patterns lead to, result from, or occur concomitantly 

with patterns in values, beliefs, and behaviors of individuals.
 

The overall result of this study seem to support our general
 

assmuption about modernity in Koreans. 
 Furthermore, data in this
 

study enable us to reconsider Korcan educational system and to expand 

the fcundation for an educational follow-up for adults. 

With respect to our nasures of rodernity, we have attempted to 

r'plicate the original modernity scales in Rosen and La-Rala's study 

as closely as possible aud have revised only two items that did not 

nppear tc be suitable to male respondents. It was assumed that the 

!:.. nsion. ,,'orFeai's modernity extracted in ! razilian society would 
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be retained accross the four Norean communities. This assumption is 

based on Inkeles and Smith's premise that modern men will have to a 

certain set of beliefs, attitudes, and behaviors wherever moderniza

tion takes place regardless of socio-cultural differences of every
 

society. Hlowever, the dimensions of sex-role linked indiviual mo

dernity seemed 
to be dependent on each socio-cultural features.
 

The variables includ(ed! to reasure the relationship withl extendel 

ties did not cluster tepether at all in Soo-Aim, Po-llanp, ant! Secul 

Furtermore, three categories of modernization variables seemed to
 

be rather gross dimensions. The socialization dimension, 
 the decis ,u.

making dimension, and the se:z-role perception dimension were dividedI 

two separate dimensions.
into It seemed that the three clusters of 

variables should be further devided into uncorrelated dimensions
 

through subsequent finer analysis. Wrhat was most interesting in this 

study was that variables of "control" and variables of "protective

ness" were not clustered together at all; but all of them were clus
tered together in Brazilian society.
 

Within the limits set by the sampled population, it might he 

said, that the respondents' sex-role linked behaviors were basically 

shaped by 
their Pctual living experiences and socio-cultural situa

tions, which form their point of reference vhen considerino their own
 

life.
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The applicability of modernity scale across cultures and socie
ties should be further explored. 
This result is consistent with other
 
finding in w.iich there was a prelininary indication that the modernity 
scales wn- -niot app.icable to urbanized sectors of i society or devel
oped countries. That is, thc universality (Jof odor' itie. should be 
subjected! to more fJir empiri ccii analysis.
 

In less indu, trial 
;'.ed ruril areas, Jung'-Shn and c~oo-Ahr., 

"decision-making" 

a
 
factor -- firsr;ao the factor i.,'iich accounted for most 

the sex-role linked modernity of the rcs;Idents in tJhc t,'c reas. This 
finding implias that any effort to T-ake rtural populati,-- in Korean
 
society be modern 
 and their sex-rok]--s be egalItarlon sh-uld first 
consider their decision-making activities, and at 
the same time any
 
kind of scale to measure modernity in rural population should contain
 

enou,.r items to 
measure decision-making dimension. 

In an industrializing 
area, Po-Hang, a "social 
aspiration" factor
 
was 
the first factor which accounted for 
most the sex-role linked
 
modernity of the residents in Po-Hang. 
This indicates any effort to
 
make population in an industrialization 
area be modern and their sex
roles be egalitarian should first take into account the dimension' of
 
social-aspiration, and at the 
same time, enough items to measure
 
social aspirational aspects should be contained in modernity scales.
 

In the most industrialized area of Korean society, Seoul, a
 
"sex-role pe'rception" factor was the first factor which accounted formost the sex-role linked modernity of the Seoulites. 
This finding
 
indicates that any effort to make Scoulite be modern and their,sex
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roles be egalitarian should first consider the sex-role perception
 

dimension, and items 
to Treasure 
some state of sex-role perception
 

should be contained enough in any kind of modernity scales. 

Tie "decidion-ma dirensionimng" seeed to bo si:'nificantly impor

tant factor across the four areas. This finding is particn _-rby
 

valuable in relation to the problems of women's status in Korean
 

society.
 

Ac far as our data can say, 
 ±t could be concluded that every
 

possible strategies should be devised 
 to help Korean women be equip

ped with knew]edges abilities, and confidences required take
to an 

independent part in making decision on 
internal and external household
 

affairs.
 

The family system in Korean society is still authoritarian and
 

patriachical. 
In this system the husband is dominant and superior;
 

the position of the wife is distinctly inferior and subordinated to
 

her husband, both socially and economically. As wife and mother, her
 

world centers exclusively upon providing services for her husband and
 

parents-in-law and, child rearing. 
Toward her children she is expected
 

to be protective; toward husband and parents-in-law deferential and
 

submissive. 
Where decisions of importance are concerned the husband's
 

judgement is dominant and final. 
Woman for the most part accept this,
 

perhaps, because they lack in social and economic alternatives but
 

also because they believe that men are by better equipped by character,
 

intelligence and experience to cope with important problems. 
This is
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the traditional structures of sex-role perception, deeply rooted in
 
Korean culture, but data in 
this study indicates that Koreans 
are
 
changing even though they 
are still far from the modernized pol.
 

The data in this study show's that husbands and wives in Seoul 
and Po-lHang participate on more equal standing in family deci.sion 
making, have a higher opinion of their sex, encourage more 
indepen
dence-in their children, and are rore activistically oriented toward 
their environment than are p ,ple in less industrajijzed Jung-Suhn
 

and Soo-Ahrn.
 

Still, the level of modernity is relatively lower, but with
 
socio-economic changes in Korean society the trend is to..ard greater 
equality between the 
sexes 
and the emergence of a new orientation
 
among Koreans that has tentatively evaluated as 
modern.
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I. Introduction
 

This experiment is intended to know whethel an integrated subject 

of Home Economics and Vocational Arts affects sex-biased attitude in
 

7th graders or not, and to know whether an integrated class ro,- situ

ation, integrated in terms of sex, affects the level of achievement in 

the integrated subject of T-ome Fconomics arti Vocational Arts. The 

integrated nubject is tentatively named "Learning Basics for Life" in 

this stvdy.
 

Korean society is under the rapid development, and the develop

emtn has called for better ed'ucated and trained labor force. To meet 

the increasing demand for tfie lalbor force in Korean industry, Korean 

education has undertaken an innovative task to develop a new curricu

lum which will give students more up-to-date informatioIs, knowledges 

and skills of industry. However, the effort is going to b2 made for
 

junior high school boys only.
 

It is very unfortunate for Korean national development that the 

half of junior high school students are purposely excluded from the 

stream of development, being deprived of the equal educational oppor

tunities to receive same quality of education with the other half of 

the'popu.ation. Obviously, to develop a newly revised and devised
 

Vocational Arts for boys with such a gross national funds is to vio

late constitutionally specified princilles of equality -,f educational 

opportunities between the the two sexes. 1"'y are not the same amount 



of quantitative 
and qualitative investments given to the junior high 

school girls? Hlowever, it will 1e 
a futile argument, as long as
 

Korean educational decision-mahers 
are going 
to cover the inequality
 

in Korean educational system by artfullyan articulated phrase, that 

Korean tradition and culture do not alloi, girls or woman to pick up
 

hammers and nails.
 

This study aims at rejecting so naturally taken for granted differen

tial treatment 
for boys and girls in Korean educational society.
 

In order 
to do that, scientific evidences 
are necessarily recuired,
 

which will prove empirically an 
integrated curriculor of Pome Econo

mics for Girls and Vocational Arts for Boys 
are more educational than 

the separated t1Jos. It is further attempted in this study that net 

only an integrated curriculum 7ut also an integrated educational system,
 

integrated in terms of sex, is letter than the present segregated 

system.
 

II. Theoretic Framework
 

In the field of science of human behavior, various theories of
 

attitude change bave been formulated, and their applicability in 

learning situations have been tested extensively. We worked under a 

few theories of attitude-change in plarring and designing our inte

grated educational progra 
.* 1-.e are to present hore synthesis of the 

* We used the term "integrated" instead of "compensatory", because 
the former connoted more exactly what we thought. 



theories of attitude change, and will work under the theoretical
 

franework in devejopinF the intetrateO educational curriculum
 

1-ccordinB to Fishbein and Pzjen, attitude 
 is defined as P kind
 

of behavioral and p.-chological tendency, 
 which is learned, to re

spond to a certain orject in a consistent manner. There are many
 

other theories and definitions of attitude, which are also useful.
 

(Abelson, 1972; Rosenberg & Fovlancl, 1960; Rosnow & P.obinson, 1967);
 

however, we are in Fishheir's theoretic system, 
 and will consider
 

other theories as much 
as they could 'e applied in steering our re

search. Fishbein & Azicn developed a system of model for attitude
 

change, w.7hich, we thinl, well explicates the processes of internal 

changes of human hehavior.
 

I-elife tovar -ttitude toi'ard intention towardJ elavior tow, r-
Lan ol-ject an oliect an object an object 

Bem, in a more behavioristic term, emphasized 
the importence of
 

actual acting in attitude change. According to him, people realize
 

their ow.n attitude towyard 
an ol-ject 'on the basis of their behavior
 

to that object. 
 Thus, the l-,tter way to change one's attitude is
 

to make him or her behave along the 
line of intended directions, even
 

though it requires rather coercive rethods.
 

_jj Fishlein, ?I. 1.I. Azjcn, Pelief, 
Attitude. Intention and 11havior, 
INassachusetts: Addison-Soxley, 1975. 

2j D. J. en, Self-Perception Theory, In L. Berkowitz (Ed.), 
Advances
 
in xperimental Focial Psychology, Vol.(, New York; Academic 
Press, 1972, pp. 1-62.
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7.T's self-perception theory shares a comiron point vith Fishbein 

and A.:jen's learning theory in the sense that the changes in attitude 

are 
 f'entified by apneared overt behaviors. 
 Therefore, we tentatively
 

hypothesize that, in developing curricuL]un and teaching-]c.lering ma

terials intendec to change some 
attitudes in students,actual training
 

and active participation on 
the part of students in learning situa-

tions are a key factor which u:ill 
control the students' attitude.
 

Under this theoretical fram'eiorl, detAilod procedures for our treat

ment program have 1een established; and the procedures are shown in 

Figure-I. 

-.
" -inj expert (Ct ivtCion of 9Iulaiton of For.clm of Fvalettion o the 

S a Planntien- belief comr? red atite the int.ntimn hehav'or 

ro 1ehavior*. 1I.R ae-Vay iT;,: .. . easuremnt of 
--r -rc 'ti',e ir-

pr-vs esse'sation 	 .Arintp attitude (poet test,
 

2. Forcing 
 cimairo 
 2. C¢ ervaticn oi
 
Chne 	 o %a. mubject 's ehmarior 

i. 	 riannr t%. nert 
level of treat'nt 
prog-ram 

Figure- I 
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III. 	 Development of the Integrated Curriculum; "Lerning Basics
 
for Life"
 

A. Instructional Objectives of "Learning Basics !ifc" 

"Learning Basics for Life" aims at helping bot'; !,c"'s ian6
 

girls 
in 7th grade acquire following eleven socio-psychic 1ehcviors, 

which have been specifically chosen as a set of behavioral rttri-iwt, 

required to acquire to be an independent citizen in a democratic
 

Korean society.
 

First, Learning Basics fcr Life asks the students to learn the 

meaning of Korean national development and to identify the role of 

each student as an individual.
 

Second, it asks the students to learn the meaning of economic
 

development and of technical labor force, and the kinds of technical
 

professions in an industrialized society.
 

Third, it asks the students to understand, on an elementary
 

level, the principles of egalitarianism between men and women and to
 

be able to justify his or her own sex-role-linked attitude.
 

Fourth, it asks the students to understand why. I, regardless
 

of my 
own sex, ought to learn to do basic stitches.
 

Fifth, it asks the 
students to bp able to do six different ways
 

of stitch.
 

Sixth, it asks the students to understand why I, regardless of
 

my own sex, ought to learn the ways in which we treat guests.
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Seventh, it asks the students 
to be able to make a cup of hot
 

tea and to make an assorted dis, of cookies and cake.
 

Eighth, it asl:s the students to understand why I, regardless of
 

my own sex, ought to wash fruits rind help myself. 

Nineth, it asks the students to understand why I, regardless of 

my own sex, ought to be able te handle electric implements 

Tenth, it asks the stuc'Frt t:obe able to construct and electric
 

contact apparatus.
 

Eleventh, it asks the students to understand why I, regardless
 

my own sex, ought to be able to tend the garden, and to be able to
 

plant a rose sapling.
 

IV. 	 Hypotheses
 

The main purpose of this study was to see whether an integrated
 

subject "Learning Basics for Life" affects 7th graders' sex-role

linked attitudes. It if affects, the attitudes of students who have
 

received our treatment program will be changed significantly to the
 

direction of sex-role integration than those of students who have not
 

:received it. 

To validate this assumption, we formulated a statistical null

hypothesis that there will he no differences between the experimental 

groups which have received our treatment program and the control groups 

wh;ich have ,not received it. (Hypothesis-i) 
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The second aim of this study was to know wlhethier there is any 

difference in the levels of achievement of the unit cf "Learning 

Basics for Life" between a co-educational class situation nn' a 

segregated class situation. If, as Minuchin3'pointed out, a co-edu

cational class is more effective than a segregated class in forrinr 

egalitarian sex-role perception and enhancing academic achievement, 

the levels of achievement of co-educational groups will be higher 

than those of segregated groups.
 

To validate this second assumption, N-wealso formulated a statis

tical null-hypothesis that there will be no difference between the 

two learning conditions on students' achievement of the unit.(Pypoth

esis-2)
 

V. Methods & ProcedureC
 

A. Sampling
 

Four junior high schools were sampled in Seoul: A junior
 

high school for all boys, a junior high school for all girls, a co

educational junior high school bit in which boys and girls study
 

separately and a co-educational junior high school in which boys and
 

girls learn together in a same classroom. Within each school, two
 

31 P. Minuchin, Sex role concepts and sex typing in childhood as a 
function of school and home environment. In Bardwick, J. M. 
(Ed.), Readings on the psychology of women. New York: Hlarper 
& Row, 1972.
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classes, which are an 
experimental and a control group respectively,
 

were selected on 
the basis of their degrees of representativeness.
 

The representativeness of the classes vere tested by their mean
 

scores 
of IQ test and other achievement scores.
 

Table-i shows the numlner of students and the mean scores of 10
 

test both of the experimental groups and the control groups.
 

rir Lcr:iriental group Control group 

uibcr of "means of number of ]means ofSchool 
 e "- 1.u en ts 1O students I0 

;Co-education junior 
 boys 5 103.18 34 102.00 
'high school in which 1 i I 
lboys and learngirls girls _ " __31_101.40 
 101.24
 
!together ._
- " 
(E Junior High School) sum 70 102.29 63 101.62
 
;Co-education Junior boys 67 
 102.69 65 102.77
 

high school which boys .......
 
and girls learn irls 67 101.18 65 101.34
 
iseperately 
 I 
:(B Junior High School) 

iJunior high school boys 70 99.74 
 69 99.89 
for all boys I 
(D Junior High School) 

'Juniorhigh school girls 
 70 102.43 68 102.07
 
for all girls

(H Girls' Junior High 
School)
 

boys 172 101.59 171 101.45
 

Total 
 girls 172 101.73 167 101.62
 

Total
 
Sum 344 101.66 
 338 101.53
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B. Tools
 

Scales to measure sex-role-linked attitude of julor high school 

students were developed by KEDI research staffs, vihich air at measur

ing 1) Self-Other Perception, 2) Problem-Solving Attitude, 3) Attitude

toward Home-Making Activity, 4) Attitude toward Earni, a LIvin,
 

5) Attitude toward the Equality between Male and Female, ant 
Q) Atti

tude toward under Estimate of Pomen. 
 Each of these attitude scale
 

has two forms; A-Form and B-Form.
 

In addition to these attitude scales, 
a summative test was devel

oped by the authorities in the field of ]!ome Economics and Vocationi7
 

Arts to 
measure the achievement level of every lesson. And, to survey
 

opinions of students and their parents on this integrated program,
 

questionnaires for students and parents were prepared.
 

1. Attitude Scale toward Underestimate of Women: 
 This scale aims
 

at measuring the attitude toward underestimate of women. 
 It has 38
 

items; 19 items were developed by VEDI research staffs, and other 19
 

items were originally developed by Cha, Jae Ho.h/ The lower the score
 

is on this scale, the stronger the attitude toward under estimate of
 

women is, and vica versa. The alternate-form reliability of this
 

scale was .86.
 

Al Cha, Jae Ho and others, Bov Preference in:orea, Seoul: KIRBS,"75. 
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2. Attitude Scale Toward Equalit, between Men and Women: This 
scale aims at measuring the attitude toward equality Ibetween men 
and 
women. 
 It was developed by KFDI research staffs, and has 20 items.
 
The higier the 
score is on this scale, the stronger the attitude
 
toward equality between male and female is, 
and vica versa. The
 
alternate-form reliability of this scale was .81.
 

3. Attitude Scale toward Earning a Living: This scale aims at
 
measuring indepenjent attitudes in economic activities. It was a
 
revision 
of the atcitude scale made by H. E. Miller.5 It has 20 items. 
P.he higher the score is 
on this scale, the stronger the attitude toward
 
iidependence in economic activity is, and vica versa. 
The alternate
 

form reliability of this scale was .82. 

4. ProblemSolving Attitude Scale: 
 This scale aims at 
measuring
 
problem solving attitude. 
It was originally made by G.L. Careyq
 
It 
is revised to meet Korean school setting, and has 18 items. 
 The
 
higher the 
score is 
on this scale, the stronger the attitude toward
 
problem solving is. 
 The laternate-form reliability of this scale was
 

.86.
 

5. Attitude Scale toward Pome Making Activity: This scale aims 
at 
measuring attitudes toward household affairs and helping housekeep-


ljP.E. Miller, The Construction and Evaluation of a Scale of Attitudes toward Occupations, Purdue Univ., 
Sudiesin Hiher7duaation. %X I, 1931, 35, 68-76.
 

C.L. Carey, Sex Differences in Problem-Solving Performance as a
Function of Attitude Differences, J. of Abnormal Social
Psycholog, 1958, 56, 356-260.
 

6 
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ing. This scale was originally made by D. Kellar.J It is revised
 
to meet Korean school setting. The higher the score is 
on this scale,
 

the more 
favorable one's attitudes toward household affairs and help
ing housekeeping is. 
 The alternate-form reliability of this scale
 

was .88.
 

6. Self-Other Perception Scale: 
 This scale aims at 
measuring
 

the degrees of positive estimation toward self and others. 
 It has
 
22 items; 
11 items were included to measure 
the degrees of self accep

tance and 
11 items, the degrees of other acceptance. This scale was
 

originally made 1-y 
E. L. Phillip.-I 
It is revised 
to meet the condi

tions of Korean school setting. The higher the score 
is on this
 
scale, the more positively he accepts himself and others. 
 Tha alter

nate-form reliability of this scale was 
.81 for the part of self

perception, and .75 
for the part of other-perception.
 

7. Summative Test: test
This aims at measuring the level of
 
achievement of experimental groups. 
 This test has 
11 multiple-choice
 

questions.
 

8. Ouestionnaires: 
 Questionnaires aim at 
surveying opinions of
 
students' in the experimental groups, and their parents' on 
our inte

grated program. 
Both of the questionnaire for students and that for
 

parents have 10 structured questions.
 

1/ B. Keller, The Construction and Validation of a Scale for Measuring Attitude toward Any Home-Making Activity, Purdue Univ.,Studies in PithFdu.1, 1%',916VI 35, 17-63. 

8/ E. L. Phillips, Attitudes toward self and others:-A.Bref ues-o-nnai'-ereport.. 
.of Consut.Psychol, 1951, 15, 79-Pl. 
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C. Teaching-Learning Materials Developed
 

The teaching-learning materials used in this experiment were
 
developed by a committee, in which 
a professor in education, and 
two
 

researchers in 	 KEDI who were working in the Vocational Education Re

search Section worked 
 collaborately. Teacher's guide contains guide

lines for teaching an,] students' activities for each lesson. Student's 

worikbool: is 	Cesi r cv primarily to provide students with new vlues,
 

attitudes 
 and 'nc ,'erges on Hume Economics and Vocational Arts. 

D. Procedures 
for Treatment
 

The program has 
been operated from the 1st 
week of April, 1577
 
to the last weck 
 of 	June, 1977, 
for w oeeks, by KIDI research staffs, 

being responsible for executing tests and teachinF the experimental 

groups. 
The schedule for treatment is 	 shown in Table-2. 

Table-2 
 Schedule for Treatment
 

Week Title of Program 
 Specific Contents
 

1st week Pre-Test 
 1. rxecutinE pretests

(A battery of Attitude 
 (The battery of attitude scales)
Scales in A-Form) 
 in 	experimental and control
 

groups. 

2nd week 
 National Development and 
 1. 	Discussion on 
the meaning of
My 	Role 
 national development,
 

2. 	 Discussion on modernized 

mentality, 
3. 	 Writing a short paper on the 

topic of "My Role" 
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3rd v ee-

Tite of PreCra-

,tona. '.,eop:nt and 
ecboi cal Lacr Force 

4th week Egalitarianism 
Functioning 

in Sex-Role 

5th we!: "I '.no Hlow to Sew." 

6th week "Let's button!" 

7th week "Qelcome, My Friend!" 

8th week "Coing to 
ries All 

I!hve Strawbar-
By NyselfM" 

Cociflc Contents 

I. Lectur-, , -mot the r'e -:ir of-
technical lhi-or force an' th 
1iurbo:! of it 

2. 	 ')ISc'Ssion on the rel:tionship 
of ,!o , ,tor o, of m,.en and 

o n' I dO'.'(2 il opf', .n a t i 

1. 	 Discus1i e c the n)ejt!dx;
 
tow-rd 1:f VP' 'eu.
 

2. 	 DISCU-SsloOnM I "'-'oti 

,yt 	 the )r:: ', F equwlity 
1)C tl-''OO -.'O T a n (I r!( n

3. 	 Prescnto ; ,Ti one', ;j I ofic 
Of .3e-rIoeI( i t L r n I Io 

1. 	 Discuoseol, ()I the re'uc" 

[ ¢,'1 t tc leo ro tle I1aslct;
of 	 sex.in[. 

2, 	 Lecture -r the theory of
 
sewinp and oet'Jng tip an
 
invsib"e'iocon.
 

3. 	 Actual se,,inig and sewing up
 
with an -rvisible inseam.
 

1. 	 Discus::icn on why I ought to 
know th e vre, how to outton. 

2. 	 Explain7i, and showing how to. 
3. 	 Actual putting on a button. 

1. 	 Disctussion on why ought to 
treat ny fri end by myself. 

2. 	 Lecture how to make a cup of
 
hot tea.
 

3. 	 Actual making a cup of hot 
tea and an assorted dish of 
cookies aid cakes. 

I .	 Discussion on why I ought to 
wash strawbarries by myself. 

2. 	 Lecture how to wash strawber
ries. 

3. 	 Actual iashing straw-berries. 
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Week Title of Program Specific Contents
 

Ith week "Let's Contact This and ]. Discussion on v:hy I ought to 

That!" :oc,, hoi- to contact an electric 
apparat us. 

2. Lecture an thi procedures of 
contacting-electric nppara:us. 

10th week -"I Made This." 1. Demoostration of contacting 
an olctric contact apparatus. 

2. 	Actual maling an electric
 
contact ascrratus. 

I. 	 Presenting ene's opinions about 
:: l-inF a- -c c trjc contact 

arpar t us. 

]! h weed "Rose Garden" 1. Piscussior oi tbc, reason why 

I ocrt to Inuw inowto tend a 
parc on. 

2. 	 Lcctir<, 01, selctinn and 
planting 	a rose sapling. 

'ct,,a2. ertInnt a rose saplinf.. 
4. Dis.-nissic-s on how to tend the 

rlnnte, roe spr in. 

12th week Post-Test A. T'r 2I'-,rienta! Croups: 

(A battery of Attitude 1. ifxecuti n- Post Tests 

SCala.s in r-Formr) 2. ExecLutin, , s Jnmative test 
of achievenent for the ten 
lessons.
 

3. 	 Fxecuting the questionare. 

. Per Control Croups: 
I. 	 Executirp Post Tests. 
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VI. Results and Discussions
 

A. The Effectiveness of Experimental 'ratnrt: 

One of the main objectives of this study vas to validate the 

effectiveness o . "Learning Basics for Life" subject or. studentn' sex

role-linked attitude change.
 

Six attitude scales, whose scores could he aggre5,atod as &g: i

experimcrta.tarianism in sex-role-linked attitude, were given to both 

and control groups at the beginning of the experiment and at the end 

of experiment. Students' atditude scores on boch experimental and
 

control groups are contained in T;ble-3. 

Table-3 shows t1llt ii all the cases except one, there are no die

ferences hetween experimental groups and control groups on prn-'cst 

scores, and none but one were statistically significant (see Table-'). 

This indicates that experimental g.roups and control groups had sar.c 

degrees of attitudes toward underestimation of wonan, equality beti.-Cen 

men and women, home making activities, earning a living, proble-.
 

solving, and self-and other-preceptior br.fore our treatrent program
 

That is, they were not different in
for experimental groups began. 


their spx-role-linked attitudes until they received the pre-test
 

scales.
 



Table*3. Student Attitude Scores uf Experimental and Control Groups on Pr--and post-tests 

Attitud
e 

-cdqr,8 timade Equality 

scales of betvee.3 
woua J epWm& female 

SchooSl Exp. Coat. Ezp. Coat. 

Co-ed. S:hool P1(5 H 73.0 74.8 72.7 73.0 

SOudytngin tie SD 9.10 12.90 7.71 t0.02 

H 79.7 75.8 80.9 72.9 
SD 6"- 7 

- -.,3 7 3 8 8.8 8 9.3 ,4 

Io-ed . hchoo l bu t Ff1 7 . 3 7 .2 75.6 

gtudying Separe. SD '.48 113.24 10.43 9.93
S H 81.0 733 88.0 73.6 

So 7.15 7.38 8.18 7.17 

Co-ed. 6chool but PCLE II b1.l 63.1" ',4.3 J. 
S tu d y in g S e p , r - .8 2 11 . 0 0 0 .7 5 1 . 5 

1.3 
tely (:;oys) POST H 74.8 65.2 73.1 68.6 

iome Making a-nin Problef 
Actirities 

Livig Solving 

Cont. ~p. ont. EXP. I Coot. 
71.8 j 72.2 74.2 7E.7 

13.27 12.32 5.92 j30.
82.2 78.8 78.9 -4. 69.1 

1 1 .49 8 . 4 1. 7.7 6 :, 3 , 7 
7 . 76 

.7 '.. 

12.46 13.7g 83 .2ti. .5
W9.4j . -5. .. 

. Fi0.30 7 7,.7 3 i 11 8 

12 6 ! 7" [ 7. O i(.2.b 
1 1. 5 . 7 1.3 

1.6 157)55 3 61 
75.9 1 675.3 70.5 . 

Self-Other PerceptioL 

.xp. Ctt. EX,.. 
6. 2t..8 .8 

Do1
7c .- 2F . 6 

i 0 . 3 1 5 570 
6 . 3. 7 

'. 60 .?i 

. 
0 3 . 4 8 f.89 

.1 32.2 

Coot. 
C61o.328.2 

31.9 

. 1 

50
61 

3.'. 

5.033.1 

chool 

C- d 

for 
thoor 

oil 
ll b t 

P'f. 
PS 

p-,LE 
f3 
D 

H 
77.7 76.1 
7.15 7 .8. 

62.7 60.3 .Studi] S3.Pa GO11.00 

77.5 
8.98 

2 

8.27 

62.2 

7U.3 

61. 

7 

62.7 
C 7 

b. 
-

91 

28.2 0,57.92 i.0 

3 . 

0,6
)POST 

_____65______SO. 10.0C
7 4 8 
7.1 

9.06
2 

10. 
7.43 

73.1 
6.67 
6 .3 
15.59 [ 1-.8 3 

5 0 

11.37 
7.09 

3 . 

19.19 
8 I , 3 

1.3 
- L' 772 . 3 2. 

32.21 

3 . 
0-, 

S1 0.1.., 11.0 1,.3 I1 6. +. 1, . .. -



Table-4. 	 Results of ANOVA between Experimental and 

Control Groups on Pre-Test (F Scores)
 

Earning Problem Self-other
Attitude Underesti- Equality 	 Pome 
making a solving perceptionscales 	 mate of between 


women male & activities Living Self Other
 

Schools 	 ___f_____ 1 p 

Co-education School I
 
studying in the same .39 .06 .04 1.14 .03 .20 .52
 

class
 

1
Co-education School 

but studying 1.84 .68 1.17 .01 .33 .21 2.85
 

Iseparately 	(Girls) F 

Co-education School 
.74 1.03 .20 8.74**but studying .23 F .42 1.11 


separately (Boys) I
 
.95 	 .01 1.77 .53
School for 	all Girls .69 .00 .02 


.00 	 .31 .73 1.41 .28 2.39School for 	all Boys .98 


** ; Significant at .01 level 



inule ). Lesults of INUVA between rre-ancl Post-test in 1Experimental aOcl Uontrol Groups(j ScoriS) 

attitude 

scales 


Schools 


Co-education School Exp. 


studying in the
 

same class 
 Cont. 


Go-education School
 
Exp.
but studying separa-•5-*
 

tely(Girls) 
 Cont. 


Co-education School
 
Exp.


but studying 


separately(Boys) 


School for all Lxp. 

Girls Cont. 

School for all Exp. 

Boys Coat. 

underesti- Equality Home 

mate of 
 between making 

women malefemal&e activities 

6.98** 17.06** 23.67** 

.11, 
 .01 11.94 


13.23** 
 384.44** 
 5.53* 


2.80 
 .57 .21 


157.97"* 
 30.05** 
 24.56** 


... 9 2.75 .58 


37.87** 94.68** 1.47 

.23 p.25 .57 


7.88** 
 50.78* 
 8.58** 


.46 2.08 .45 


* Significant at .05 level 

'' Significant at .01 level
 

13arning 

a 


Living 

13.25** 


2.59 


.6 


J .59 

5.41-


.56 

*i1.U5

.42 


9.2$** 


.25 


I Problem 

Solving 


).36-; 


.01 


.I15 

.56 


6.12-x
6 . 2 


6 

.07 


1 .16 

.08 


Self-other
 
perception
 

self other
 

30.76** 7.61**
 

20.94M

5-5* 
 13.27"*
 

.91 44.47**
 

31.82'
1 8 12.57**"
* 1 .5 


0.01 .11
 

20.29* 59.06** 

.50 2i.90

.01, 12.17*

.12 61t.92-*
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On the basis of this result, the first hypothesis can be tested.
 

If our treatment 
program were effective on changing students' atti

tudes, differences between ore-tests and post-tests of experimental
 

groups would be statistlcally significant, but 
those of control groups
 

would not. 
 Our results supported thin hypothesis with statistical
 

significance. Table-5 shows there ierethat significant changes in
 

experimental groups 
 on all atti:ude scales but one (Other-perception), 

while there were no changes in control groups. One possible explana

tion why there was no attitude chanpe on Other-perception scale is 

that 7th tend tograders percei-d other critically, because they 

have to make new friends in a Junior High School. 

As a whole, it might to be said that the experimental program
 

was very effective 
in changing students' sex-role-linked attitudes,
 

It was not significant, however, in changing attitudes toward Other

perception. It is more 
cleaz from examination of differences between 

the post-test scores of experimental groups and those of control 

groups, which shownis in Tabl-6. 



e6u1 LB of '-N&. between Lx.jerimen ta. ai!d Coi trol .r..qs on po:s; -test(:? Z3cores4 

.2'chooi 

btudyi. 

.saessmate 

F,.-,,d.ion school 

in the sarire 

I 

underusti-

Of 

women 

,.6** 

Equality 

between 

male
f ealI e 

9.3,x* 

t owe 

making 

activities 

5.61v* 

Earning 

a 

Living 

5.56-* 

['roill, 

Oll 

4 82 " 

e f-other 

perCeition 

other 

5"22"- .17 

Co-educetion School 

but studying separa

tely((irls) 

Co-edrlc, Lion School 

but Atudyin 

separa Lely( loys) 

School :or all Girls 

29.-0x 

19.38. 

30.33 

' 321.43 -* 

20 .o0-

J 31.O** j _ 

1.'-2 

83.79. 

.0-_ 

o O _ 

.0'2 

111 

.87*  j 

h.9 x 

5.24 

9.l-'× 

!4.67 

27.21 

19o92** 

.1, 

.30 

3°5 

School Thr all Boy, T 9.14* '22.53 * 4. 83* I 12.50 " "  .96 .53 1.66 

* A;i:nificmt tit .05 level 

-x- Significiint at .01 level 
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Table-6 shows that experimental groups and control groups are 

significantly different in all attitudes except one (Other Perception) 

after the compe.J._ on of the treatment program. Put, there was no 

differences between thcm at the beginning of the treatment program 

(See Table-4). From tlhese results, it can 1-e tentatively concluled 

that the integrateO subject was successful in changing students' 

sex-role-lin]ed attitudes. (See Table-7 and Talle-F.) 

Table-7 	 ATOVA test of Total Attitude c;cores of 
Fxperimental and Control groups on Pre
tests and 	Post-test
 

Pre-test Post-test 

Co-ed. Schocl studx'inp 
in the same class .20 11.61 

Co-ed. School hut 
studying ser;arately .01 7.48 
(Girls) 

Co-ed. School but 
studying separately .14 5.46 
('oys) 

School for all Girls .03 10.23'*
 

School for ali Boys .15 4.60
 

Significant at .05 level
 
Sig~nificant at .01 level
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Table-E 	 A1\VA test of . ttitude Scores on the Pro
tests and the Post-tests in Im.perimental 
ard Control groups
 

rxp. Cont.
 

Co-ed. School studyin 9 
in the same class ]1.2** 3.35 

Co-ed. School hut 
studyiP- separate]y 5.72* .21 
(Girls) 

Co-ed. School it 
studyiing separately 13. 3 3. 
(Poys)
 

School for all Girls ]5•* .3 

School for all Tov-, 7. .1 nn 

* Sienificant at .05 level 

** Significant at .01 level 

Tabie-7 shows that there i-as no difference b-etween nmlerinental groups 

ar.d control groups in tlc total scores of six attitude scales or 

pretest, lut there vas significant ti ffercnccs het,'en experirI ntnl 

groups anti control gro,-ps on nost-tests. Ta1.Ic-. in:dicates that t-ere 

vas si:nificant differences hetveen tihe total. scorn.s on pretests and 

posts-tests in experi enta] groups, 1-it no differences in control 

Zroups. Thcrefore, it can 1 e tent-tiw.ly' concludr. th't :a!l.c-7 ale 

Tal e-j indicated our jntc-ratod nilj -ct %2.s volr (.Ffclctive .

3 tuce:r is' sux-role-linh'e atti tude~s. 

http:tent-tiw.ly
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B. Differences in Academic Achievement 

To test vwhether there is any differences in the levels of achieve

ment scores hetveen an intf-rated r]ass-roo. and a se'regated class

roor-, students' level of acnicvement was met irrd by summative test 

given to e::pcrimental [-roups at the coMletion of th, experimental 

program. 	 Table-9 contains the results of the umnative test. 

Table-f 	 Students' Achievereent in Txperimental 
Croups on mur:,.7tive Test 

Co-ed. Co-e,(. Co-ed. School School 
school school school for for 
studying -ut -u t all all 
in the st udy:JT)v stucvJn7 Cirls Boys 

lqce Class seTaratcy
(Gi1rIs) 

separately
(Coys) 

N* 9.33 .1" 1,'( 9.06 8.76 

SD .56 .96 .39 .87 .C4 

Achieve
ment S57 S37 81% 83% 80% 
Level 

As sho.-n in Table-f, the achievement level reached the masten, 

learninG standard (807), hut the averape acoress of students who i:ere 

studying our pnrjram-n a co-educational class was quite higher than 

those of students who x'ere study'in in a segregated class situation. 

To test relative effectiveness; of co-oeducationa]. ervircnment on 

stur;ets' level of achievenent in "LearniiiE 7asics for L'fe", - simple 

one-w:ay A'V/A test w'as tried. The result is contained in Table-]O. 
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Table-10 A .OVA on Four Conditions of Learning 

Sun of df Mean F p-value 

Squares Square 

Between 13.66 4 3.42 6.45 p .01 

Within 169.23 321 .53 

Total 182.89 325
 

As shown in Table-lP, the ifferencres in a surmative test were 

statistically significant. 7he result jndicates that a co-eclucational 

class situation is nore effective in I-oosting students' level of 

achievement in "Learning Basics for Life" subjcct than the segregated 

class sitiations. 

C. Students-Parents' Reaction c- Inteprated Program 

T t has been shoim that P5% of stud,!nts in experimental groups 

reported than an integrated program i:as interestinf., vhile 7K of then 

reported that it was not interesting. And 9/ of the students agreed 

that the ccntents they learned in r.xperimental sessions xere useful 

knowledges and skills. Furthernore, 89'' of h10ys tho'u'0>t that boys 

ought to learn domestic or housel:eenin- shills such as sev'ing, serv

ing a cup c7 hot tea or washing fruits, while 90% of girls thoug'-t 

that girls ought to learn sbIl]s to construct an electric contact 

apparatus. The result is shon in Table-1i. These findings also 

inulcate that students want an integrated program of Pome Economics 
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and Vocational Arts. As shown in Table-li, uM9 of students and 77%
 

of the parents supported for an integrated program.
 

Table-11 Percentage of Positive Reaction on
 
An Integrated PrograM
 

Ilesponses of Resporses of 
Students() Parents (%) 

Eighly tAgree 52 32 

Moderated Agree 31 45
 

Undecided 	 5 
 11
 

!oderately Disagree 4 6
 

Pighly Disagree 2 6
 

An open-ended question was included to know why the students 

and parents agree, if they did agree, with an integrated subject:
 

In general, the following four kinds of answers were ohtained (See 

Table-12), and those reasons seemed to be consistent with our origi

nal intention to integrate the two subjects.
 

TAble-12 	 Percentage of Responses on the Reasons
 
Why Students and Parents agree with.
 

Categories of reason Responses of Responses of
 
Stuents(,%) Parents (%)


Because they are necessary in 10.5 27.3
 
a life situation,
 
Because we should have more 
 13.2
 
egalitarian sex-roles
 
Because men and women can supple
ment each other's deficiency if
 
they learn 	both 12.3 
 12.3
 
1Because men and women can cooperate 4.6 
and understand each other better
 

Others 
 7 7
 

No. Response 
 5.5 13.2
 

* Percent of students vho arireed were 87" 
** Percent of parents who agreed were 77' 
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In addition, it was shown that 54,, of the parents wanted that 

the integrated subject should contain such contents that are basical

ly required to acquire in the present society. Hlowever, with regard 

to the i:;sue whether an integrated subjects should be taught in an 

integrated educational system, the respondents' attitude was not so 

clear hat any dirtinctive conclusion could be dravn. The results 

of Pros and Cons for an intergrated educat:ional system is shown in 

Table-13. 

Table-13 	 Percentage of Pros and Cons for an 
Integrated Nducational System 

Kinds of Condition 
Responses of 
Students () 

Responses of 
Parents (') 

In co-ed. School 
studying in the 

same class 

In co-ed. School but 33 3O 
studying separately 

In School for all
 
boys or girls 23 33
 

This finding indicates that both students and parents in this 

study want to integrate Hrome Economics and Vocational Arts, but are 

not quite sure that they also want an integrated classroom situation, 

integrated in terms of Fex. 
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VII. Conclusion 

This experimental study was intended to find out whether an 

integrated subject of Home Economics and 1locational Arts affects 

sex-role-linked attitudes of /th graders or not, and whether an 

inLegrated classroom condition, integrated in terms of sex, affects 

the level of achievemrt of students in the integrated subject of 

Home Economics and Vocational Arts. 

In order to verify the aims, two null-hypotheses were form.u

lated. The statistical analysis of the results from the experiment 

justifies rejection of the tvo nul 1-hypotheses, and therefore, the 

alternative hypotheses can he accepted as supported by the data in
 

this study. Therefor2, the followings can be concluded that: The
 

integrated subject, "Learning Pasics for Life," was effectiv, to 

change sex-roie-linked attitudes of 7th graders, and the integrated 

classroom condition was more effective than the three segregated 

classroom conditions to learn the integrated subject 
of Home Economics
 

and Vocational Arts.
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A.ppendiz A 

Scx-fole-Linked Modernity Index
 

1. 	A person should seek a job ,nearhis parents even if it would mean
 
losing an opportunity.
 

1) Strongly agree 2) Agrec 
 3) Disagree 4) Strongly disagree
 

2. 	As a rule, hou, oEtn do you visit with your relatives"
 

1) Daily 2) Vec ' 3) 7onthly 4) Few Times a Year
 
5) Less or 7ever
 

3. 	As a rule, who maues the final decisions in your family about
 
vherE to live?
 

4. 	 tlo controls tho money? 

5. 	 Qjo does tV grocery shoppin
 

6. 	Who dcides to loi or sell snmcthing valuable? 

7. 	':ho decides to 7ive financial help to relatives or friends? 

1) Aliays "usWaK 2) Alwcys 7ife 3) "usland !:ore or w.ife More 
4) H!usband an& .ife Equall. 

C. 	 Pow" much do ,'o tal: to your husland (1,ife) about politics'. 

9. 	1hen your husband returns from his jol , hov often does he tell you 
about the day's happenins? 

1) Never 2) Seldom 31 Somctimes 4) O.ften 5) Always
 

10. 	As a rule, women are less intelipent than men.
 

11. 	A man has the 
right to be the "head of the household" and the
 
.oman has the d.ty to oy 'im.
 

12. 	A women's place is in tho home. The less time she spends outside
 
the house, the better.
 

13. 	A wife will not respect her husband if be doesn't order her 
around of "boss" her. 
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14. 	 As a rule, women are less capalie than men of making important 
decisions.
 

15. 	 It is better for a woman to 1ieep 
silent than to argue with her
husband when she 
disagrees wit!h 
him.
 

16. 	 Woven should not participate more actively in the conmmunity's
affa.rs.
 

1) Strongly Agree 
2) Agree 3) Disagree 4) Strongly Disagree
 

17. 	 Regardless of what you would lil'e, hov much schooling do you
think your children will be able to complete?
 

1) Grade School 2) 
 Grade Plus Vocational School3) High School 
 4) ligh School Plus Vocational School
 
5) University
 

18. 
 Regardless of what you would I!he, what occupation do you thinl
 
most 	 probably your son will have"
 

1) Low- 6) High Status 

19. 	 It is good that children fear their parents. Without fear there
is no respect. 

2n. 	 Chidren 
are like little animals: one cannot trust them to behave
 
unless they are 
strictly controlled.
 

21. 
 Children should never question their parents' opinions.
 
22. 
 Instead of fighting, children should learn to go to their parents
 

or teachers when there is 
a disagreement with other children.
 
23. 	 Good parents try to protect their children from all any difficulty

in life. 

1) Strongly Agree 
 2) Agrer. 3) Disagree 4) Strongly Disagree 
24. 	 W'en your son is playing with other children of the same 	 ape andthere is a quarrel or a fight, -. at do you usually do? 

1) Make Son Come in 2) Mal'e "Im Stop Fighting 
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25. 	 As that a man should wish in life is a secure job, not very

difficult, that would enable him to purchase a home.
 

26. 
 When 	a person is born, his fate is already determined, there is
 
nothing he can 
do to change this.
 

27. 	 Haking plans only mal-es 
a person unhappy because one's plans

hardly ever work our anyway.
 

2J . 	 Lithout "pull" or influence the common man has very little chance 
to get ahead.
 

29. 	 IPard work is important, but without luck, no one will get far in 
this world. 

I) Strongly Agree 2) Agree 3) Disagree 4) Strongly Disagree
 

30. 	 As you see how things are going, do you think that your future
 
will 	present. 

1) No opportunity to improve your life 
2) Few opportunities
 
3) Some opportunities 
4) Many opportunities
 



Appendix B
 

A titude Toward Underestimate of Uoman
 

Directions: Followings are some 
commonly expressed opinions concerning

wu'en. Please indicate whether you agree or disagree with each of 
these opinions.
 

Form A 

Strongly Agree Ueither Disagree Strongly 
Agree Atree Disagree 

nor
 
Disagree 

:.o property slould be inherited to
 
daughters.
 

Viat 
1 

a weran .hou] d do is to sta." in
 
thCe ous.- o,,eoafter !-er !,us and.
 

It is nily natural tlat a 'airen
 
n!-.an it divorced.
 

A. i:ife rust put un --i.Lb her husband 
oven when 1,e taes tip ',itl other 
W:or'en. 

If I have to hire sor-eone, I 'i]] 
rather ,et P ri,-r, than a vom.an. 

\ w ran rust endure even if qshe is 
treated unfairly. 

It is fair and just that women get 
paid less than men. 

A ,oman is not equipped wirh talents 
necessary to nale discoveries or 
invent things. 

It ir-not natural and a-,ainst moral
 
principles that a wo.aan becomes the 
head or leader of men. 
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10. 	A woman must remain ignorant of the
 
world or politics.
 

11. 	A woman's judgemental power is decided
ly inferior to that of a man.
 

12. 	A husband may address to his wife in
 
derogatory terms but the wife may not
 
with respect to the husband.
 

13. 	 A wife must be obedient to her husband. 

14. 	It is unnecessary for gir. to be
 
educated in universities or colleges.
 

15. 	Only sons among children can support
 

parents in old age.
 

16. 	To educate girls in to 
spend money in _
 

vain.
 

17. 	Women are generally less trustworthy _
 

in almost of all areas.
 

IS. 	Women are decidedly inferior to men ir.
 

their abilities necessary to work in
 

society.
 

19. 	It is.natural for parents to bring 
 -

sons more deliberately than daughters.
 

Form B
 

1. 	Because of their inborn limitations,
 
women have contributed but little to
 
the discoveries and inventions of
 
civilization.
 

2. 	 Women seer to be inherently less
 
capable than men of logical and sc:!en

tific thinking.
 

3. 	 It 
goes agains nature to have a woman
 
as foreman or boss over men.
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4. 	Because men are strong and women 
are
 
weak, it is only right that this be a
 
man's world.
 

5, 	Although women play a part in many
 
important Jobs today, woman's proper
 
place is still in the home.
 

6. 	Men are naturally more capable 
than
 
women is financial matters. 

7. 	It must be admitted that the average
 
woman has a rather narrow sense of 
justice.
 

8. 	It seems to be a law of nature that
 
men are dominant and women are sub
missive. 

9. 	Women should not receive equal remu
neration with men 	 in industry. 

10. 	The father rather than the mother 
should be regarded in law and custom
 
as the natural guardian of offspring.
 

11. Men are much better fitted to run busi
ness enterprises or direct the building 
of bridges than are women. 

12. 	 A woman should "love, honor, and obey" 
her husband in the 	 full sense of the 
phrase.
 

13. 	Women are 
too 	emotional and impractical
 
to be good judges at attorneys. 

14. 	Women should give up their false ideal
 
of intellectual equality with men.
 

15.. Sons in a family should in general be
 
given ciaini.ng for cr.reers 
in preference
 
to the daughters.
 

http:ciaini.ng
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16. 	 Women do not belong in politics. 

17. 	 Training for educationa] and cultural
 
leadership should be largely restricted 
to men, 

18. 	 Any property should be inheriter to
 
sons. 

19. 	 It is the right of nusband to bid his 
wife in almost of a! matters. 
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Appendix C
 

Attitude Toward Feminism Belief Patterns Scale 

Answer each item ly writinC one letter (A,r,,C,D, or E) i-,the space
 
provided. The meaninp of these letters is:
 

A. 	Rarely or almost never true for me
 
B. 	Sometimes but infrequently true for me 
C. 	Occasionclly true for me
 
T. 	 Very often true foT me 
E. 	 True for rf, all or most the time 

Form A 

1. 	Women have the right to compete with nen in every sphere of econo
mic activity. 

2. 	 As head of the household the father should have final authority 
over his childrer. 

3. 	 Women have as much riglht to so," vild oats as do men. 

4. 	The influx of wo-en into the t-usin~sy vor in direc. competltion 
when men shoul ?e di;n,,,rage . 

5. 	 There should h-e a strict erit syster of public appointment and 
promotion without regard to sex. 

6. 	 .4ooen should not 1e permitted to hold political offi e!, that in
volve great responsibility.
 

7. 	 A woman who continues to work outside the hone after marriae is 
shirking her fundamental duty to home and children. 

8. 	 Only the every except/ional vncr,. is justified in atterptin, , parti
cipation in civic affairs. 

9. 	 Women should be given equal opportunities with men for vocational 
and 	professional training.
 

10. 	 No woman is too cultured to take responsibility for house vork. 

11. 	Regardless of sex, there should be equal pay for equal work.
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12. 	 A husband has 	 the ripht to expect that his wife I-e obliping and 
dutiful at all times. 

13. 	 It is absure to ree'ard obedience ; a wifely virtue. 

14. It is only fair that male workers should receive more pay than 
women even for 	 identical wor]:. 

15. 	 Acceptance 1-v women of an inferior economic status is disaraceful. 

16. 	 On the averape woven should 1-e rcgarded as less capable of contri
butin- to economic production than are 	 men. 

woman17. 	 A should not e:-poct to po to the same places or to have quite
the same freedor of -t ron as a man. 

insulting Vomen13. 	 It is tO etcW,to the "oley" clause remain in the 
marriage service. 

19. 	 Women should accept the jnte]levtual limitations of their sex. 

20. 	 It is foolish to question the intellectual equality of woman with 
man. 

Forr, 1; 

1. 	Women should assume their rightful place in business and the pro
fessions along with men.
 

2. 	 It is a disgrace to have oue's wife working outside the home in 
competition with men. 

3. 	 Women should not be expected to subordinate their careers to home
duties to any greater extent than men. 

4. 	 Women should he concerned with their duties of child-rearing andhouse-tending, rather than with foolish desires for 	professional 
and 	business careers.
 

5. 	 The intellectual leadership of cormunitya should le largely in 
the 	hands of men.
 

6. 	Women should express their views more 
frequently from the platform

and 	 through the andpress radio. 
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7. 	To take the husband's name 
after marriage implies unwarranted loss
 
of individuality.
 

8. It is unfair for schools which offer vocational or porfessional

training to limit the enrollment of women students in favor of 
males. 

9. 	 Expensive vocational and professional training should be given only 
to men. 

10. 	 The principles of economic justice make it apparent that w.orkers 
doing equivalent -,)rk should receive equal remuneration, regard lss 
of sex.
 

11. 	 Women certainly do not Ceserve equal pay for 	equal worlk. with ncr. 

12. 	 Women should have equal privileges in regard to guardianship of 
children.
 

13. 	 Women should recognize that it is foolish to attempt to equal men 
in busincss and the professions. 

14. 	 The time-worn argument that women are too unstable emotionally to
be successful in certain vocations such as surgery or law false.is 

15. 	 The "obey" clause in the marriagc service slould be retained as 
indicating the 	 spirit of a true marriage. 

16. 	 It is unjust to deny the intellectual equality of women with men. 

17. 	It would ie improper for women to enter certain occupations that 
detract from feminine charm. 

18. 	 Farmily allowances should be granted to mothers in r-cognition of 
the value of children to the community. 

19. 	 Every person of normal mentality should have the right to make a 
will, regardless of sex. 

20. 	Girl children should be made to fee] that they are fully equal to 
the 	boys in the family.
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Attitude Toward Earning A Living
 

Answer each item Iy writing one letter (A,B,C,D, or E) in the space

provided.- The meaning of these letters is;
 

A Rarely or almost never 
true for me
 
B SoretiMeS hut iTnfrequent]y true for me
 
C Occasionally true for me 
D Very often true for me 
E True for ne all or most of the time
 

1'o rn. A 

1. 	The highest responsilility a has towardsman is his job-his earn
ing a living. 

2. 	 There is not enough work to go around; therefore I'll let the 
government feed e. 

3. 	The responsilility of r:a int a shouldlivivi., not 	weiph on a person's
shoulders so riucl t,,t he hn,; -intir- for anything else. 

4. 	 I am trying to hold ny icl. 

5. 	 The world ow..-es me a living. 

6. 	 The right thing to do is to vork hard, earn your own living and not 
expect to have what you can't pay for.
 

7. 	 My dream is for a job coml ining a minimum amount of labor with a 
ma:imir. amount of wage. 

8. 	 A man should do a]. in his power to earn his oin 	living. 

10. 	I want to work- to ]-,eep the faril\' out of delt. 

11. 	I always have ia do 7, u.:nliving', ILt my re-sponsibility in that 
m:atter is weahelingi. 

12. 	1y inability durin, the l.!nt few years to earn a living has made me
firmly resolve that I willI never waste any tir.,e trying to earn a 
living. 

13. 	 Vork is something to be avoided if possible. 
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14. Since I have a family to support, I am never lazy. 

15. I have lost faith with the creed that iaes mc personally; respon
sible for my oir living. 

16. You should earn your living by honest toil. 

17. The man who helps himself reed never worry. 

M . We ow'e it to the vorr, principles of democracy on which our country 
is founded to eari a livin2 . 

19. 1 don't mine. supporting myself. 

20. I thirl- I have to save even a moment to earn my own living. 

Form 1 

1. It'pays to do nothing and depend on the community for a living. 

2. The first and most important duty of every man is to earn a living. 

3. I have resigned myself to earning a living. 

4. I think I want to earn my ovm living. 

5. Being idle has madeicme want to keep on being idle. 

6. I claim the right to work and share in the economic benefits of 
that work. 

7. I never worry about material things such as food and clothing. 

F. I will try to hold n-y job to earn my own living at any rate. 

q. One must do his best in job. 

10. Sometimes I doubt the fact that T have to earn my ovn living. 

11. To earn my own living is my responsibility, so, I must work halC. 

12. I want to put on new dress and eat good dinner even though I have 
no money with me. 
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13. 	Parents are always in charge of supporting my living.
 

14. 	Men who depend on others for their own living are worthless to live 

in this woril. 

15. 	I think it most important to earn my own living.
 

16. 	It is better to enjoy life rather than to try to make more money
 
than one's use.
 

17. 	 It is desirable attitude toward life to work hard for his own 
living. 

10. 	 Work is something worthwhile to be absorbed in. 

19. 	 The community ows us a living. 

20. 	 When I am trying to get a job, I think more about my right as an 
indi-idual than my euty to earn a living. 
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Appendix E
 

Prolble, Solving Attitude Scale 

Answer each item by writ.ag one letter (A,B,C,D, or E) in the space
 
provided. The meaning of these letters is:
 

A Rarely or almost never true for me
 
B Sometimes but infrequently 'rue for me 
C Occasionally true for me 
D Very often true for me 
E True for me all or most of the time 

Form A
 

1. 	I would prefer a job involving technical i'esImnsibility to a job 
involving supervisory responsibility.
 

2. 	Chess is a game that appeals to me.
 

3. 	I like to sclve equations. 

4. 	When a qu, stion is left unanswered in class I continue to think
 

about it afterwJards. 

5. I would rather have been Thomas Edison than John Rockefeller. 

(. As a child I liked aritmetic better than spelling. 

7. 	 I would rather be an engineer than a doctor. 

C. 	 I enjoy being the score keeper iien playing bridge or canasta. 

9. 	 1 would rather listen to a comedy than to a "Facts Forum" type 
of radio program. 

10. 	 I wish I haO taken rore math couses than I have. 

11. 	 Once I pick: uy a puzzle -ook I find it hard to put it down. 

12. 	 In eler,eintary scl'ocl I preferrcd aithmetic to Korean language. 

13. 	 !*or re the iost in;portant thin? al-oit a jol is the opportunity 
for inrec-ndo,-hirtin'.t 
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tell me the solution to a difficult14. 	 I wouLd rather have someone 
problem than to have to work it out for myself.
 

15. 	It is hard for me to concentrate on what I'm doing.
 

16. 	I like games which involve intellectual problems. 

17. 	I would like to major in mathematics or physical sciences.
 

18. 	I would rather participate in a spelling contest that in a multi

plication contest. 

Form B
 

am more interested in the applied that the theoretical aspects
1. 	I 
of my major field. 

2. 	I like to play anagrams.
 

3. 	Mathematics is one of my favorite subjects.
 

4. 	When a problem arises thrt I can't immediately solve I stick with 

it until I have the solution. 

5. 	 I would rather be Einstuin that the president of General Motors. 

6. 	 I like to try new: games. 

moral subject.7. 	 T am more interested in the physical sciences than the 

0. 	I find it helpful to cou-nt on my fingers when doing arithmetic. 

9. 	 I prefer fiction to non-fiction. 

10. 	Every midOdle school student should take at least one math course. 

11. 	 I 2ik1e puzzles. 

12. English is one ef my favorite subjects. 

.3. I ;ould like to do scientific research. 

14. 	 I am challenged by situ!t:ions 1 can't immediately understand. 
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15. 1 enjoy problem solving of many 1-inds.
 

16. I avoid games vhich involve inte]lectual problems.
 

17. I would rather be a scientist than an artist.
 

18. I am as good at solving puzzles as most of my friends are.
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Appendix F
 

Attitude Toward Any lPome-Making Activity
 

Directions: Following a ofis list statements about home-making
activities. Answer each item by writing one letter (A,B,C,D, or E)
in the space provided. 1hc meaning of these letters is: 

A Rarely or almost never true for me
 
B Sonetimes but infrequently true for me 
C Occasionally true for me 
P Very often true for me
 
E True for me all or most- of the rime 

Form A 

1. I like to do this better than anything else I can think of. 

2. The most lasting satisfactions in life come to me in doing this. 

3. I really enjoy doing this. 

4. It is a pleasure to do this.
 

5. The more I do this the better I like to do it. 

6. I like to do this because it is very interesting. 

7. I like to spend my spare time in learning more about this. 

8. 1 li'-e to do this even though I think it is terribly hard. 

9. This'task is character building. 

10. I think it is a good thing a girl to howfor know to do this. 

11. This is not hard, yet I have taken a dislike to it.
 

12. I get tired of doing this. 

13. I think this takes up too much time. 

14. This seems to make one's time drag. 

15. There are many more disadvantages than advantages in doing this. 
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[6. It makes me tired to even think of doing this.
 

[7. This has no place in the modern world. 

18. When I have a home of my o :n, I'll never do this myself. 

19. I get angry every time anyone mentions doing this.
 

20. This is hard to do and I hate it.
 

Form P. 

1. I love to do this. 

2. I adore doing this. 

3. I wouldn't mind doing this seven days a week. 

4. I get great pleasure out of doing this. 

5. The more I do this, the better I like it.
 

6. My enthusiasm remains great all the time I am doing this. 

7. I like to do this by myself. 

8. I think everyone should know how to do this. 

9. I like to do this pretty well. 

10. I like to do this because it isn't so exerting as other tasks. 

11. This is all right, but I wouldn't want to do it. 

12. I dislike doing this if there is no one to help me. 

13. hlqy should one work on this vwen there are so many more pleasant 
things to do?
 

14. This must he done, 1:ut why should I hare to do it? 

15. I get out of doing this wenever I can. 

16. This benefits no one. 
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17. Only a very stupid person would enjoy doing this. 

18. I wish I had never heard of this. 

19. 1 certainly hate to do this.
 

20. 1 absolutely refuse to do this. 
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Appendix G
 

The Self-Others Questionnaire
 

Answer each item by writing one letter (A,B,C,D, or E) in the space 
provided. The meaning of these ict.zrz 13: 

A Rarely or almost never true for me 
R Sometimes but infrequently true for me 
C Occasionally true for me 
1) Very often true for me
 

E True for me all or most of the time 

Form A 

1. 	 iy o n decisions regarding problems I face do not turn out to be 
good ones.
 

2. 	 1len others ' 1' an error in my presence I am almost certain to 
point it out to them. 

3. 	 ieThen other fail to agree with me on some topic I 1know well,, I am 
socwhat "talken back" by this,, 

4. 	I change "y opinion (or the way I do things) in order to please 
someone else. 

5. 	 Some of my friends consistently do things of il~ich I disapprove. 

6. 	I have to be careful at parties anO social gatherings for fear I
 
will do or say things that others won't like. 

7. 	I think that a large share of the world's ills are due to certain
 
groups of people who are basically stubborn, dishonest, or inferior.
 

8. 	One cannot be too careful in his efforts not to hurt others because 
some people are just naturally hard to deal with. 

9. 	 Becor-ing a close friend to anothler erson always involves a ris: 
anc: may turn out to the (!ctrirlnt of one of the persons. 

1,. 	 I feel Lhat I mioht be a failure if I don't make certain change 
in my behavJLor (or my life). 

11. 	 It talhes me several days or longer to get over a failure that I 
have experience6.
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12. 	 On the whole, college students are not very mature socially or 
emotionally.
 

13. 	 Some people zhor I Vnow: lecone conceited or "hard to live with" 
when they experience sore success or reveive some honor. 

14. 	 ',len meeting a person for the first time, I have trouble telling 

whether he (or she) !liles (or O:islil-es) me. 

15. 	 At least one 2f my friends depends upon me for advice and help 
with decisions he has to make. 

16. 	 One cannot afford to give attention to the opinions of others when 

he iq certain he is correct. 

17. 	 I become panicl-y when T think of something I have done wrong (or 
might do wro,'g in the future). 

18. 	 Although people sometimes compliment me, I feel that I do not 
really deserve the compliments.
 

19. 	I reg-ard myself as different from my friends :nd acquaintances. 

20. 	I keep still, or tell "little vhite lies" in the company of my 

friends so as not to reveal to them that I am different (or think 
differently) from them. 

21. 	The "success" of most people whom I know stems primarily from the 

breaks they got. 

22. 	Iy feelings are easily hurt.
 

ForTr P 

1. 	 Find it easy to exert consideralkie influence over some of my friends.
 

2. 	 IF someone criticizes me to my fact it riakes me feel very low and 

worthless. 

3. 	 1 find it hard to take a Tpnuine interest in the activities of some 
of my friends.
 

4. 	 I rerret mv own past action I have taken when I find that my behavior 
has hurt someone else. 
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5. 	I am critical of the dress, manner, or ideas of some of my friends.
 

6. 	It worries me to think that 
some of my friends or acquaintances
 
may dislike me.
 

7. 	I feei inferior as a person to some 
of my friends.
 

8. 	It bothers me because I cannot make up my mind 
socn enough or fast
 
enough.
 

9. 
Students who get elected to honor societies are mostly grinds of
 
people with the right sort 
of pull.
 

10. 	 As I think about my past there are some point about ihich I feel 
shame. 

11. 
The success and social standing of others means little to me unless
 
they can prove themselves to be loyal, personal friends.
 

12. 	I am not concernee x'ith the npijiors of others as long as I am
 
fairly certain I am headed toward my goals.
 

13. 	 I doubt if my plans will turn out the way I want them to. 

14. 	I think that I am too shy.
 

15. 	I class, or in a group, I am unlikely to express my opinion because

I fear that others may not thin' uell 
of it (or of me).
 

16. 	1 find it hard to sympathize with people whos mistortunes I believe 
are due mainly to their ox-i shortcomings. 

17. 	Some people are always trying to get m-ore than their share of the 
good things in life. 

18. 	People who fail to work hard toward the attainment of respectable
goals can depend upon no hole from me when they are in trouble. 

19. 	 I criticize myself aftenr7arcls for acting silly or inappropriately 
in some situations. 

20. 	 Strikers, extreme conservatives, or extreme radicals have only a 
nuisance value as far as I an concerned.
 

21. 	 If I hear that someone expresses a poor opinion of me, I do my est 
the next time I see this person to impress him (or her) as favorably 
as I can. 

22. 	 One soon learns to expect very little of other people. 



-oren in an In (Ijj Ja i' in !'orc n-

The ways in ,:hich !'orean wen integrate their ego and contri

bute to ,"oreannational davelopnent are pictured in 
 a -f-minutes-lonn 

16ram film. 
 This non-fiction educational 
film is made for both male
 

and female population, aged 13 or older.
 

It 
starts with grandiose scenes of Korean industrial plants.
 

Women working in the field of various professions are introduced:
 

women working as 
a teacher, a doctor, a businessman, a musician, a
 

pilot, an artichect, 
a computer prograrer, an engineer, a politician,
 

an administrator, a driver, a sold'ier, 
a skilled worker and so on.
 

low excellently they are carrying out 
their professional works are 

explained. 

A mere detailed explanation is made about the worhinE conditions 

of skilled and semi-silled female w:orkers in the industrial site. 

Problems of .,ork-.ing hours, wapes, priviliges, nutrition, health, 

childcare and others are explicated.
 


